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The purpose of this thesis is to trace the history 
of one of the chief elements which entered into the se-
curing of recruits during the Civil Vmr. This was the 
bounty system as it was used by the National, Sta.te; and 
local governments, 
After the first easy-victory-ideas had been driven 
from the minds of the people of the North, the war settled 
down to a long, determined reli\istance on the one side, and 
to a weaker determination to win on the other, but the 
.numbers of young men fired with patriotism became exhaust-
ed and the problem of enlisting and maintaining an army 
of adequate size and strength to assure victory had to be 
coped with. 
The answer to this problem, an economic one, came in 
the form of bounties which were offered to induce men to 
enlist; but, of course, after receiving the inducement, 
men were no longer volunteers but mercenaries. At the 
first, the bounties were small, a 11 duty offering" as Adju-
tant-General Terrell of Indiana called them, to the men 
wbo thought it their duty to leave their homes and fami-
lies and fight the battles of their country. As the war 
was prolonged the bounties became the important means of 
securing troops. The amounts of bounties rose a.s 
X 
volunteers became more and more mercenary, until in some 
places as much as $>1500 was offered to induce enlistment. 
There were many angles to the bounty system, and 
the object of this paper is to discuss the polic:Les of 
the local governments of the various Btates, some of the 
many laws of the States, the average and aggregate boun-
ties paid, and also the policies of the National Govern-
ment, with its law:;~ au~horizin~ the payment of bot\nties, 
j?rs.ctically all tl;le information obtained is :from 
original sources. Xhe Offic1a,l Records of the Civil War 
were the principal source, while the records o:f' the var-
ious States by their adjutant-generals were found very 
useful. The most important secondary sources were: a 
two volume History of Massachusetts iQ the Civil War, 
by William Schouler; the Red Book of Michigan, by Charles 
Lanman; Ohio in the 'liar, by Whitelaw Reid; History of the 
Empire State Hegiments, by Colonel S, W, Burt, Edward 
Channing gives very little information, and the authority 
on the Civil Viar, James Ford Rhodes, devotes but little 
space in his histories of' that. perioc't to the bounty sys-
tern, 
CHAPTER I 
BOUNTIES PAID TO 
THE UNITED STATES REGULAR ARMY 
1 
In dealing with the bounties paid to the soldiers 
of the regular army during the Civil War period, and in 
order to have a beginning, it is necessary to go back to 
the year of 1838, An act was passed by Congress on July 
5, 1838, and was am~nded upon July 7, of the same year, 
which provided for a bounty to the soldiers of the Re-
gular Army for re-enlisting, Tb,i.$ act "authorized the 
payment of three months' extra pay to every soldier who 
re-enlists under certain conditions 11 ,1 Pursuant to a 
Senate's resolution of the 11th of December, 1860, ask-
ing about the practicability of reducing the cost of the 
Army, Adjustant-General Cooper stated that the money ex-
pended "under the direction and control of this office, 
scarcely exceeds, on the average, $60,000, and is almost 
exclusively for the recruiting service 11 ,2 One item for 
which part of this money was spent, he thought could be 
easily cancelled, and yet not affect the efficiency of 
the Army. This phase was that of the bounty. 





Not only is this bounty useless, it is injurious. 
Useless, because an infinitely better bounty for re-en-
listment is provided in the section 2 of an act of Aug-
ust 4, 1854; the inducement held out for re-enlisting is, 
moreoever, abundantly sufficient. Injurious, because 
many a man now re-enlists with the single motive of 
pocketing this bounty, and then immediately deserts.l 
This we have the beginning of the bounty system of this 
period, e.nd the beginning of one of its worst evils, 
·bounty-jumping. 
Another pre-War bounty act was passed on July 17 1 
1850. This act provided for tbe payment of a bounty 
equal to the transportation from New York to soldiers 
who enlisted at distant stations. This act along with 
all previous bounty acts was "repealed by an act approved 
August 3 1 1861".2 
On July 21, 1862, Congress authorized by section 
5, a payment. in advance of $25 of a $100 bounty act 
passed on July 22, 1861. Section 5 of General Orders, 
no. 74, reads as follows: 
During the continuance of the existing war $25 
of the $100 bounty previously authorized by an act of 
Congress will be pai('l to every recruit of the regular 
and volunteer forces. 0 · 
This payment of the $25 was to be paid to the recruit 
1 Official Recgrds, 3rd series, I, 20. 
2 Ibid., 3rd series, I, 388. 





of the Regular Army after he had been passed by the 
"board of inspectors", either at the regimental or 
general service depot. The amount was to be paid 
"from the recruiting funds and entered on the recruit-
ing account current opposite the names of the recruits, 
respectively; and also on the first descriptive list of 
the soldier 11 ,l If the descriptive list was given before 
the bounty bad been paid, then an entry of 11 25 dolli!trs 
bounty due for enlistment" was made on the list. ln 
case the soldier re-enlisted, the payment was to t'e made 
on the first muster-roll,2 
The War Department from the Adjutant-General's of-
fice on June 25, 1863, issued General Orders, no. 190. 
It gave the following regulations for the recruiting of 
the Regular Army:3 
That all men enlisting in the Regular Army for 
five years service within ninety days from this date 
shall receive premium, advance pay, and bounty, of 
$402, as follows, viz.: 
Premium paid on enlistment ••••••••••••••••••• $ 2 
Advance pay, first payment after first 
mu·ster...................................... 13 
Advance bounty, paid at depot after being 
accepted.................................... 25 
Total.............................. 40 
1 Official Records, series 3, II, 207. 
2 Ibid., series 3, II, 207. 





Bounty to be paid at the second regular 
pay day after enlistment ••••••••••••••••••• $ 50 
Bounty to be paid at the first pay day 
After eight months' service........... 50 
After twelve months' service.......... 50 
After two years' service.............. 50 
After three years' service............ 50 
After four years' service............. 50 
Bounty to be paid at expiration of service,, 75 
4 
This G~neral Qrd§;t:,S further provided trat tne said bounty 
of $400 be allowed and paid to all men in the Regular Ar-
my whose terms expired within one year from the above 
date of June 25, 1863; and who, upon tl:l.e expiration of 
their terms of service would re-enlist at any time with-
in two months after the expiration of their terms of ser-
vice.1 
On October 16, 1863, twenty-one days after the ex-
piration of the ninety day period within which the bounty 
for enlisting men, recruits, in the Regular Army was to 
be paid, the War Department sent out another order, .lliul-
eral Orders, no. 338, which provided that the time limit 
for enlisting recruits in the "Regular Army under the 
provisions of General Orders, no. 190, of June 25, 1863, 
is hereby extended to December 1, 1863, during which the 
extra bounty of $300 will be paid. 11 2 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, III, 414. 
2 Ibid., 3rd series, III, 887. 
The difference between the $400 stated in General 
Orders, no. 190, and the $300 stated in General Orders, 
no. 338, was, that the first order referred to veteran 
recruits, while the latter dealt with raw recruits. 
5 
On December 1, 1863, the date of the expiration of 
the time allowed for the enli~ting of recruits in the 
Regular Army under the extension of time stated in Gen-
al Orde;rs, no, 338, we find the War DepartJitent, through 
its Adjutant-General's Office, by Gen\Sral ,Orders, no. 
386, extending the time from December 1, 1863 to June 
25, 1864, "during which the extra bounty of $300 will 
be paid",l 
A letter was sent out from the Adjutant-General's 
office on January 5, 1864, to all the Chief Mustering 
Officers, instructing them to order all the recruiting 
officers "to pay all men whom they enlist into the 
Regular Army $25 bounty and ~p2 premium immediately on 
enlisting",2 It also instructed them, that should they 
he.ve any men who desired to enlist in the Regular Army, 
they should go to their respective offices and make out 
their papers. The letter prohibited them from transfer-
ring a man after he had once been definitely enlisted in 
l Official Records, 3rd series, III, 1106, 






the volunteer service, from the volunteer service to 
the Regular Army, 
The Adjutant-General's Office, on January 18, 
1864, sent out instructions, General Orders, no, 25, 
concerning the re-enlistment of men who were then serv-
ing in the Regular Army, but whose terms of service 
would. mcpire during the year of 1864, All men who fell 
within this class, and who would enlist before Mareh 1, 
1864, would be entitled, on re-enlisting, "to the e~tra 
bounty of $300, authorized by General 01;ders, no. 20, 
War Department, •••••• January 14, 186411,1 
This act of January 14, 1864 also provided that 
all soldiers (apparently soldiers in this case means 
veteran soldiers, and a veteran soldier under some acts 
dealing with the Regular Army, meant an enlistment per-
iod of five years; while acts dealing with the volunteer 
forces called a nine months 1 man a veteran.) who had 
enlisted or who had re-enlisted into the Regular Army 
for a period of three years would be entitled by provi-
sions of the above act, to a bounty of $400, to be 
paid as follows:2 
1, Upon enlistment they shall be paid one 
month's pay in advance •..•••••.•••••••••• $ 13 
1 Official Becords, 3rd series, IV, 35, 







First installment of bounty,,, ••••••••••• $ 25 
Premium ••••••••.••••••••••• ,,, •• It •••••• ,. __g 
Total on enlistment, ••••• , •••• ,.. 40 
2, At the first regular pay day after two 
months' service an additional install~ 
ment of the bounty will be paid .. , ..... , 
3, At the first regular pay day after six 
months' service an additional install-
ment of the bounty will be paid,,.,,,,,, 
4. At the f:l.rst regular pay day~ after the · 
end of the first year's service an ad~i­
tional installment of the bounty will pe 
paid • •.. ~ •••• , •. , , • , .• , ..• , , ••••••. , • , •• 
5, At the fi:rst regule.r pay day after 
eighteen month's service an addition-
al installment of the bounty Will be 
paid i , • , ••••• ·• •• , , • , ••• , •• , , •••••••.•• • , -
6. At the first regular pay day after two 
year's service an additional install-
mGnt of the bounty will be paid,,,,,,,,. 
7, At the first regular pay day after two 
and a half year's service an additional 
installment of the bounty will be paid •• 
8, At the expiration of three years' service 
the remainder of the bounty will be 








The only differences between this act and the pre-
vious act of June 25, 1863, are: First, the former act 
called for an enlistment period of five years, which was 
at that time the regular period of enlistment, while the 
latter called for a period of three years. Second, as a 
result, the only other difference was in the shorter per-
iod of time between .the payment of the installments of 
the bounty. The act of June 25, 1863, was partly re-. 
pealed by·an enactment of Congress on June 22, 1864, 







the Regular Army prior to July 22, 1861, "the privilege 
of re-enlisting for a period of three years, in their 
respective organizations, until the first day of August 
next«,l All privates and non-commissioned officers en-
listing under this feet shall be entitled to the bounty 
authorized by the act of January 14, 1864, 
At this time in the p:ro&)ress of the development of 
the bounties paid to the soldiers of the Regular Army, 
it becomes necessary to mention one of the evils in 
connection with the payment of the bounties to soldiers, 
We .find Circular no. 39, dealing with both the bounty 
and desertion. The Circular stated that 
••••••••• in order to prevent desertion of recruits at 
the rendezvous and while in transit to depot, that the 
payment of $25 bounty immedie.tely on enlistment •••• is 
hereby prohibited, Such .payment will only be made to
2 the recruit after he has been accepted at the depot, 
Circular no. 68 was sent out on August 26, 1864, 
following a decision reached by the Comptroller of the 
Treasury. This Circular changed the amount and the 
method for the payment of bounty to the regular forces. 
Although the act of July 4, 1864, was for the enrollment 
of the volunteer forces, yet it was made applicable to 
1 Officiel Records, 3rd series, IV, 449. 
2 Ibid., 3rd series, IV, 398. 
8 
the men of the Regular Army. Tlus act called for a 
bounty of $300, 
The bounties thus authorized shall be paid in in-
stallments, as follows: On being duly accepted at de-
pot, ~>100; on the expiration of eighteen months' ser-
vice, $100; 1 on the expiration of the full term of ser-vice, $100. 
On January 20, 18641 through Circular no. 6, the 
War Department ordered that all men who ha.d enlisted in 
the Regular Army since September 3, 1862, were to be 
credited to the quotas of the States in which they had 
enlisted, The superintendents of the regimental re-
cruiting stations were to forward to the Governors of 
9 
their respective States, as soon as it was possible to 
do so, a list of the men who had enlisted in the service 
of the Regular Army from September 3, 1862, to January 
1, 1864. After January 1, 1864, a tri-monthly report 
was to be sent to the Governors, These reports were 
to ngtve the names of the men, States, district of en-
rollment, town, and county in which they enlisted, such' 
reports to commence from January 1, 1864. 11 2 
This act l;'.lso proviced that the recruits were to 
be credited to the "localities from which they receive 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, IV, 642. 




their local bounties, provided their enlistment papers 
show them enlisted as of said loce.li ties" .1 While 
"soldiers re-enlisting will be credited to the locali-
ties to which the re-enlistments sr,nw them belonging, 
they will be allowed to select the places from which 
they prefer to re-enlist, ann that selection will de-
termine the C,l.uotas on which ·bhey will l:>e credited''·:?. 
From the above, it is evidant that besides the boun-
ties paid by the United States government, the sol-
diers of the Regular Army received the State bounty 
offered by the State in which the enlistment papers 
showed him belonging; also he received the local boun-
ty as well, It is unnecessarY to go into this phase 
of the bounty to the Regular Army, for it will be dis-
cussed in dealing with the State and local bounties to 
the volunteer forces. It will only be necessary to keep 
the fact in mind while reading about these bounties. 
There is one phase of the re-enlistment of the 
Regular Army which was of considerable concern to some 
of the States. As will be shown later on in this paper, 
the amount paid as bounties in the several States varied 
greatly; and therefore, after the act of January 20, 
1864, which ·gave to the soldiers of the Regula.r Army the 
1 OfficiSJ,l Records, .3rd series, IV, 40. 







right to select the places to which they wished to be 
credited, several of the States sent agents to the Re-
gular Army to re-enlist the men whose terms of service 
11 
were expiring. The State offering the largest amount 
paid as bounty had an advantage over the other States. 
There were several protests to the United States govern-
ment concerning the unfairness of this act, 
r=== 
CHAPTER II 
UNITED STATES BOUNTIES 
PAID TO THE VOLUNTEER FORCES 
Congress on July 22 1 1861 1 passed an act giving 
a bounty to all the volunteers for their services in 
12 
the 'united States Army. This ~ct authorized the payment 
of $100 to each volunteer under certain conditions, 
which are as follows; 
And when honorably discharged •••• i:f he shall have 
served for a period of two years, or during the war, if 
sooner ended, the sum of $100,1 
Under this act the United States government paid this 
bounty from the 18th of July, 1861 until July 18 1 1864, 
a period of three years. As first passed, this bounty 
was payable only after a period of two years' honorable 
service or for the war. This was sufficient during the 
first year of the war, but after that there was a de-
. mand for a part of the $100 to be paid in advance. 
Secretary of State, William H. Seward, on June 30 1 
1862. 1 sent a telegram to Secretary of War, Stanton, ask-
ing him for an authorization to promise an advance pay-
ment of $25 of the $100 bounty. The reason for desir-
ing the $25 advance payment was that "it is thought here 
New York and in Massachusetts that without such a 
1 Off;!.Qial Ee~Qr~~' 3rd series, I, 382. 
13 
payment recruiting will be very difficult, and with it 
probably entirely successfuln,l The following day the 
Secretary of War answered Mr. Seward's telegram by 
stating that under the existing laws there was no 
authorization for an advance payment of $25, "and the 
Department ought not to promise it. I think the mea-
sur·e is wise and judicious, and r.a-v-e her·etofore urged 
itn,2 Another telegram was sent to the Secretary on 
the same day at one p. m. 
. The $25 is of vital importance. We fail without 
it, Can 1t you pay it out of the $9,000,000 if Congress 
fails to alter the law? We can't wait for.debate, The 
iron is getting hot. Need strike immediately. We can 
lift number up to high figure. President's reply is 
needed. If I get this completed here to-day I go to 
Boston to-night, 3 
One hour later the same day Mr. Stanton sent Mr, Seward 
a favorable reply, 
I will take the responsibility of ordering the 
$25 bounty out of the $9,000,000 at all hazards, and 
you may go on that basis. I will make and telegraph 
the order in an hour,4 
The order followed the same day and reads as follows: 
That out of the appropriation for collecting, 
organizing, and drilling volunteers there shall be 
1 Offlci~l Becgrd~, 3rd series, II, 182. 
2 Ibid., 3rd series, II, 186. 
3 Ibid,, 3rd series, II, 186. 
4 Ibid., 3rd series, II, 186. 
--::- __ _ 
~-
paid in advance to each recruit for three years or 
during the war the sum of $25, being one-fourth the 
amount of the bounty allowed by law; such payment to 
be made upon the mustering of the regiment to which 
the reclui t belongs into the service of the United 
States. 
.on July 7, General Orders no. 74 was issued. Part five 
orders that "during the continuance o:f the existing war 
$25 of the $100 bounty pr®viously authorized by ract of 
Congress will be paid to ~v~ry recruit of the regular 
and volunteer forces". 2 However, on the following day 
14 
a telegram from Boston protested the fact that the sol-· 
<Uers were being sent away from the State without re-
ceiv1.ng the $25 bounty promised to them. Many of the 
recruits were in need of the $25 for their families, and 
were "justly discontented. Orders for its payment should 
be issued to disbursing officers here immediately, Every 
hour's delay does barm11 , 0 A reply to this telegram was 
sent on the 11th of July, in which it stated that "the 
$25 will be paid as soon as a complete company is mus-
tered into the servl.ce, without waiting for the mustering 
of a regimentn,4 Such was the development of the first 
bounty paid by the United States government. 
1 O!ficlal B~cQrd~, 3rd series, II, 187. 
2 Ibid., 3rd series, II, 207. 
3 Ibid., 3rd serieS, II, 212. 




There are two phases of the $100 bounty not men-
tioned in the above paragraphs which should be discussed 
at this time. The first of' these is that of dating back 
the re-enlistments of soldiers to their original muster. 
This was done for companies and regiments of short term 
enlistments. In order to keep these regiments in the 
field, the above bounty was offered to certain regiments 
if they would re-enlist, and their re-enlistment papers 
were dated back to the origilJ.al muster; thus instead of 
having two terms, one of nine months or a year· and one 
of tllree years, to serve, there would be but one three 
years' term, "This bas been proposed and accepted by 
the Ohio regiments",l This dating back to the original 
muster of short term enlistments was offered to soldiers 
several times during the Civil War, and generally carried 
some bounty along with it, 
The other phase was that of old or new regiments 
v!ith several interpretations on both the nolan ano the 
"new", The old regiments as far 11.s the bounties were 
concerned, generally included those regiments not yet 
departed for the field, but yet not entirely filled, as 
well as those regiments already departed for the field 
and those which bad been cut to pieces on the battle 





field. The nevl regiments were those not yet called for 
by the President, not including those at home not yet 
completed. 
The bounty to the new regiments was ordered not 
to be paid after August 15, 1862. 'Tbis order was sent 
out by the Secretary of Vfar on August 14. "After to-
morrow bount)' and advance pay will not be paid to any 
except those who enlist to full up the old regiment.~, 
or to complete regiments not e11tirely filled",l On the 
15th another telegram was sent regarding the bountY. 
It stated "that all persons volunteering to date will 
C· 
be entitled to the--bounty","' Volunteers for regiments 
not yet filled would receive bounties until the 22nd 
16 
of August, while volunteers for regiments in the field 
would receive bounties until September i, 1862; however, 
on the 24th, an order was sent by the Assistant Adju-
tant-General to all mustering officers, ordering them 
to"pa.y the bounty, etc,, to any volunteers who may have 
enlisted prior to the 23rd instant, although they may 
not have reached the rendezvous or been mustered in at 
that date", 3 On September 16th another order -,'las sent 
' 1 Offic;!.a1 Bes;o;rd.s., 3rd series, II, 382. 
2 Ibid., 0rd series, II, 386. 
3 Ibid., Z;rd series, II, 451 
17 
from Washington stating that "the bounty will be paid 
to volunteers for old regiments immediately, but not to 
new regiments",l October 9--"Stop paying bounty after 
this date except to recruits for old regiments. Those 
enrolled up to this date, though not mustered, will re-
ceive it 11 • 2 On December 3, old regiments were designated 
Apparently there was 
a great deal of confusion regording the paying of this 
$100 bounty. The bounty iS to appear again as a part 
of the $.402 bounty to veteran recruits which will be 
discussed in the following paragraph, 
An undated list of regulations, probably September 
21, 1863, was sent to the Provost-Marshals. Paragra.ph IV 
is the only one concernin,g the bounty, and therefore the 
only one of interest to this paper. It will be necessary 
to quote the whole of the paragraph, which is as follmvs: 
To every recruit who is a veteran volunteer, as 
defined in General Orders, no. 191, of June 25, 1863, 
for recruiting veteran volunteers, one month's pay in 
advance, and a bounty and premium amounting to $402 
will be paid as follov<s: 
1 
2 
1. At the general rendezvous, and before 
leaving the same to join his regiment 
or company, the veteran volunteer 
Official Records, 3rd series, II, 550. 
Ibid., 3rd series, II, 656. 
3 Ibid., 3rd series, II, 656. 
..:....;;,;,;, 
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" 
recruit will be paid one month's 
pay in advance • ......................... 
First installment of bounty •••••••••••• 
Premiun1, ••• , , •.••. , ............. , ..••. , . 





general rendezvous . •. , .• , , ..... " • ~~ 40 
This will be paid in cash, or check for trans-
mission, in whole or in pe.rt, as the man man 
desire. 
2. At the first regul8.:r pa.y day, or two 
months after muster-in, an additional 
installment of the bounty will be paid. $ 50 
Making pa,y and bounty then rece.1ved .• ,. 76 
3, At the first :regular pay day after six 
months' service he shall, in addition 
to his Pll-Y, be paid an additional in-
stallment of bounty., . , .. , , .. , , , . , .. , • , 
4. At the first regular pay day after the 
end of tl;le fir:=t y®ar's service, in 
addition to his pay an additional 
installment of the bounty will be paid. 
5. At the first regular pay day after 
eighteen months' service, in addi-
tion to his pay, an additional in-
stallment of bounty will be paid ••••••• 
6. At the first regular pay day after 
two years' service, in addition to 
his pay, an additional installment 
of bounty will be paid •• , •••••••••••••• 
7. At the first regular pay day after two 
and a half years' service, in addition 
to his pay, an additional installment 
of bounty will be paid ••••••••••••••••• 
8. At the expiration of three years' ser-
vice, or to any soldier who may be 
honorably discharged after two years' 
service, the remainder of the bounty 







To all other recruits, not veterans, accepted and 
enlisted as herein required, one month's pay in advance, 
and in addition a bounty and premium amounting to $302 
shall be paid as follows: 
1. At the general rendezvous, and before 
leaving the same to join his regiment 
or company, the recruit accepted under 




pay in advance •...••••••••••••••.•.•••• 
First installment of bounty •••••••••••• 
Premium •• ...••..• , . , ••...•••••• , ••••••• 




general rendezvous ••..•.•••••••• $ 40 
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To be paid in cash, or check for transmittal, 
in whole or in part, as the recruit may desire. 
2. At the first regular pay day, or two months 
after muster-in, an additional install-
ment of bounty will be paid ••• ,,;,,,,,, $ 40 
Making pay and bounty then received,... 66 
3. l1.t the f1.rst regular pay day after 
six months' service, in addition to 
his pay an additional installment 
of the ~ounty will be paid,,,,,, ••••••• 
4, At the first regular pay day after the 
end of the first ye@.r 1 s service 1 in 
addition to his pay, an additional in-
stallment of bounty will be paid ••••••• 
5, At the first regular pay day after 
eighteen months' service, in addi-
tion to his pay, an additional in-
stallment of bounty will be paid ••••••• 
6. At the first regular pay day after two 
years' service, in addition to his 
pay, an additional installment of boun-
ty will be paid •••••••••••••••••••.••••• 
7. At the expiration of three years' service, 
or to any soldier who may be honorably 
discharged after two years' service, the 






If tlw government shall not require these troops 
for the full neriod of three years, and they shall be 
mustered honorably out of the service before the expir-
ation of their term of enlistment, they shall receive, 
upon being mustered out, the whole amount of the bounty 
remaining unpaid, the same as if the full term has been 
served,l 
A foot note on page 829 of Series 3, vol. III, 
states that the above form was changed on October 24, 
1863. However, I have not been able to verify the change 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, III, 828-829. 
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upon that date. There appears to have been two dates 
for the change, one on September 28, 1863, by General 
Orders, no. 324. Tbis change ha,d reference to veteran 
recruits. Under tbis order the first installment of 
the bounty was changed from 1:·25 to ~>60, ma};ing the 
total payment on muster ~\75; therefore the remainder 
-or the bounty to be paid at the expiration o;f the re-
cruit's term of service was proportionally reduced from 
$75 to $40,1 The other change had to do with recruits 
other than veterans, Tb.l.s chE\nge appears to have been 
made by .Circular, no, 98, which was dated from Washing-
ton, November 31 1863, The changes made in this Circu-
lar were similar to those stated above, The first in-
stallment was raised from q~25 to ~;·so while the last pay-
ment of the installment was reduced from $75 to $40,2 
It would appear that the General Orders and Circu-
lars granting the above bounties of ~j:402 and $302, res-
pect! vely, would have done away with the first bounty 
of $100 previously discussed. Such was not the case. 
The above b0unties were not authorized by Congress, but 
were given by orders from the War Department. The act 
of Jul~' 22, 1861, which provided for the $100 bounty, 
1 Official Record§, 3rd series, III, 844. 
2 Ibid., 3rd series, III, 984. 
stated that the bounty should be paid to all men who 
should enlist voluntarily; also the enrollment act pro-
vided that this bounty should be paid to the drafted 
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men and substitutes. The enrollment act also provided 
further that the drafted man might be exempt from mili-
tary service by the payment of ~)300. This sum or $300 
was required by law to be used for the purpose of pro-
curing substitutes for the d:raJ'ted men who paid the $300 
e}:emption money. Naturally, tnen, th111 price became 
fixed. at ~f300 for the Pl.-irchase of a substitute for the 
drafted man who had previously paid the $300, The me-
thod used to purchase the substitute for the drafted 
man was the offering of the $300 as a bounty to induce 
the selling of oneself into the service. Since the $100 
bounty act was still in force, it became evident, that 
legally the ~1:300 coulc1 be added to the ~ilOO which was 
provided s.s bounty for every man voluntarily enlisting 
in the service of the Unlted States. Thus the War De-
partment added the $100 to the $300 exemption money, 
ma1dng a bounty of $400, and then provided that this new 
bounty of $400 should be paid only to veteran recruits, 
a vete~an recruit being defined by law as one who had 
served in the service of the United States for a period 
of nine months. The $300 was offered as a bounty to raw 
recruits for the old regiments, while the $100 we.s given 
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to raw recruits to new regiments.l 
When these bounties were first offered, those in 
authority were unable to foresee whether there would 
be enough commutation money to pay for each substitute 
who offered himself as a volunteer, or whether there 
would be more money than recruits. To provide against 
any over supply of recruits and under supply of money, 
the installment system was introduced for distrub:!.hng 
the money over a period of' three yeaN!, It might be 
well to state that the War Department, through its Pro-
the vost-Marsha.l-General, James B. Fry, had contacted 
Senate and there was evidence that Congress would, 
should the commutation money prove insufficient, make 
appropriations to cover any shortage that might occur.2 
Congress prohibited the payment of any bounty or 
bounties other than the $100 after January 5, 1864. 
Then followed a flood of quests to Congress urging it 
to extend the time during which the larger bounties 
sh9uld be paid, President Lincoln wrote to Congress 
concerning the same in part as follows: 
By a joint resolution of your honorable bodies, 
approved December 23, 1863, the payment of bounties to 
veteran volunteers, as now ~racticed by the War Depart-
ment, is, to the extent of ijil300 in each case, prohibited 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, III, 1192. 
2 Ibid., 3rd series, III, 1192-1193. 
;=;-----
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after this 5th day of the present month •• , ,I earnestly 
recommend that the law be so modified as to allow boun-
ties to be paid, as they now ars, at least until the 
ensuing 1st day of February,l 
The Secretary of War, Edwin M. Stanton, stated 
that no one seemed to doubt that there was a great 
necessity of increasing the military force of the 
United States, to terminate the rebellion as speedily 
as possible. Although ther® were differences of 
opinion as to the respective merits of raising recruits 
by the payment of bounties or by a draft, he thought 
two things were certain: 
First, That, whatever may be the weight of ar-
gument or the influence of individual opinion, a large 
portion of the people in every State prefer the method 
of contributing their proportion of the military force 
by bounty to volunteers rather than by draft. 
Second, That veteran soldiers who have become 
inured to service, even when paid bounty, constitute a 
cheaper force than raw recruit or drafted men without 
a bounty,2 
Mr. James B, Fry, Provost-Marshal-General, sent a 
.note to the Secretary of War on January 2, 1864, urging 
a recccnsideration of the act approved by Congress on the 
23rd of December, prohibiting the payment of any bounty 
other than the $100 bounty. He stated that the enlist-
ment of recruits under the call of the President of Oc-
tober was very encouraging from all of the sixteen States; 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, IV, 4. 




but when the encouraging reports were sent to him from 
the States, the act prohibiting the payment of bounties 
other than the $100 bounty, was not kno~n in the States. 
He thought the "effect of that act will be to check, if 
it does not stop, enlistments",l 
Congress reconsidered the act prohibiting the 
bounty. On January lOth, Mr, 8tanton sent a telegram 
to Governor Morton of Indiana, stating that the bill 
had not been passed, but he expected it would be passed 
on the 11th, and until it did pass no authority would 
be given to pay the bounty beyond the 5th of January,2 
He sent the Governor another telegram on the following 
day reiterating the previous one, that it was his duty 
to obey the law and no bounty would be paid until the 
bill was pEcs::;ed, This last telegram was in response to 
one sent to him from Governor Morton in which he stated 
the enlistments of Indiana regiments were coming ln 
rapidly, and that he had ordered their papers to be 
dated back to January 5th. However, on the following 
day, January 12th, the law was passed to continue the 
payment of the. bounties. 3 In fact, the old orders were 
extended,_ for all volunteers who enlisted between the 
1 Q!ficial R~CQ~~§, 3rd series, IV, 21 
2 Ibid., 3rd series, IV, 30. 
3 Ibid., 3rcl. series, IV, 30. 
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5th and the 12th day of January were entitled to and 
received the bounty. This act provided that the boun-
ties as paid by the Department "shall continue to be 
pa"id from the 5th day of Janua"ry, 1864, until the first 
day of March nexttt,l 
Before the period bad expired another battEJry of 
requests were sent to the Wa.r Department, a;;;king for 
another extension of time in which to pay tbe large 
bounty. 11 Tbe Legislature ha!! just passed unanimou;;;ly 
a joint resolution requesting postponement of draft and 
continuance of large bounties until April 1",2 'l'his ex-
presses tbe opinion of Wisconsin, The Secretary of War 
tbougbt that the "requisite troops can be raised more 
expeditiously by tbe continuing of the payment of boun-
ties to the lst of April than by any other means", 3 Thus 
Congress acted again in response to the people, and con-
tinued the payment of the bounty until the 1st day of 
April, 1864,4 At that. time this bounty was discontinued. 
On July 18, 1864, the President of the United States 
issued a call for 500,000 volunteers. These volunteers 
were given the privilege of enlisting for one, two, or 
1 Off;i.Qial E.ecorQ.il, 3rd series, IV, 30. 
2 Ibid., 3rd series, IV, 137. 
3 Ibid., 3rd series, IV, 148. 
4 Ibid., 3rd series, IV, 154. 
-
three years; es.c:r volunteer selecting the period f'or 
which he wished to serve. Congress had previously 
passed a bill authorizing the President to call out 
volunteers to serve as above. The bill also stated: 
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The President of the United States may, at his 
discretion, at any time herenf't•Jr, call foi' any nu.m-
ber of men as volunteers; for the respective terms of 
one, two, and three years, for military service.,, •• 
for a period of one year, unle•ps sooner discr.arged, 
sr.all receive and be paid by the United States a boun-
ty of one hundred dollars; and if for a term of two 
years, unless soonex• dischargec'l, a bounty of two 
hundred dollars; and if for r;, term of three years, un-
less sooner discharged, a bounty of three hundreddol-
lars; one-third of wHch bounty shall be paid to the 
soldier at the time of his being mustered into the 
service, one-third at the expiration of one-half of 
his term of service, and one-third at the exp;l.ration 
of Hs term of service, 1 
This bounty was paid from July 19, 1864 to July 11 1865. 
General Grant sent a note to General Halleck, 
stating he thought it advisable to allow the one hundred 
da;y·s r men the privilege of re-enlisting in old regiments 
and allowing them the benefit of the bounties, On July 
27, 1864, through Circular no. 58, the War Department 
granted the privilege to the one hundred days' men to 
re-enlist in the service of the United States, "who 
may have at the date of re-enlistment less than sixty 
days to serve will be permitted to re-enlist for one, 





two, or three years •••• the new term will commence from 
tbe date of re-enlistmentn,l. These soldiers were paid 
the bounty corresponding to the length of their re-en-
listment papers; a one year man received a bounty of 
$100, a two years enlistment brought a $200 bounty, 
while a three years enlistment paid a ~;300 bounty. 
This principle of payins the above bounties was car-
ried out until July 1, 1865, 
After a volunteer or soldier had served for a 
period of two years in the Civil War and had been bon-
orably discharged, the la.w provided that all such ve-
terans were exempt from any further service, except 
tbat Vlhicb was voluntary on their part; accordingly 
there were thousands of veterans in all parts of the 
north who had served the required period of time, and as 
far as the National government was concerned, these men 
veterans were the best fighting material, and were oade 
unavailable by the law. Therefore, it was "suggested 
tr..at a direct appeal be mac:.e to them by the government to 
re-enter the service 11 ,2 
The direct appeal was made to these veterans in the 
form of a special bounty along with other qualifications, 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, IV, 735. 
2 Ibid,, 3rd series, IV, 735. 
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such as tr,at these veterans were to be plD.ced in a 
special army corps, known as the First Army Corps; 
tbey were to be veterans ccnd were to have served for 
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a period of two years in the Civil War, am1 were to 
have been honorably discharged, It ViaS at first sug-
gested thBt these men serve fo:r a period of "one, two, 
or three years~ as they may elect, and go into the same 
arm of the service in the "L!:'g1on" th'"t they belonged 
to before discharged from the Army,,,,,A bounty of 
$1000 to be paid to every man who i"' mustered into the 
Legion--$500 of the same being paid at tb.e time of mus-
ter in and $500 at the time of muster outn,l Also, 
should the veteran be sounded in service sufficiently 
to cause the honorable discr.arge of the veteran, then 
the full amount of the bounty was to be paid at the 
time of sucb discharge, 
The above suggestions were carried out in some 
of the details mentioned. General Orders no. 287, War 
Department, Adjutant-Genere.l 's Office, on November 28, 
1864, gave authority for the formation of the First Corps 
with Major General Hancock in command. The bounty paid 
to these veterans upon enlisting in the First Army Corps 
was :jt.300. This was a special bounty, and the full amount 
was paid as soon as the veteran was mustered into the ser-
1 Official Records, 3rd series, IV, 735. 
vice. Aside fror:; the speciEcl bounty of ([,300, the ve-
teran also received the regular bounty paid to all re-
cruits enlisting in the armies of the United States. 
The regular bounty paid at tl:1..at time was as follows: 
$100 for one year's service, one-third paid on 
enlistment; $200 for two years' service, one-third 
paid on enlistment; and $;'500 for three years' service, 
one-third paid on enlistment. 1 
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Thus a one year man received as soon I:H! he we.s mustered 
in $333.33; for two years' <Jervice the amount WaliJ 
$366,66; for three years' service it was $400, The 
other third;.: were. paid at the expiration of one-half of 
the term of service and at the ex!;iration of the term 
of service. This bounty was paid from the 28th of No-
vember, 1864, until July 1 1 1865. 
All of the bounties thus far discussed the veter-
an was to receive the full amount of the bounty rema.in-
ing unpaid, with one exception which will be discussed 
later. Following each of the Government Bounty Acts, 
was a paragraph of which the following is an example: 
If the Government shall not require these troops 
for the full period of tllree years, and they shall be 
mustered honorably out of the service before the expira-
tion of their term of enlistment, they shall receive, 
upon being mustered out, the full amount of the bounty 
1 Official Record§, 3rd series, IV, 970. 
;-;----
remaining unps.id, the same as if the full term had 
been served • .L 
The exception spoken of above was in regard to 
tbe last bounty act of one, two, or three years. In 
the act nothing was said about the veteran receiving 
the full amount of i~he bounty :remaining unpaid at the 
time of disch_arge, He was only entitled to the bo1,1nty 
acc1·uing during the tirr:e he had served, "For instat,ce, 
if the soldier volunteer<;ld for two years and is mus-
tered out before the expiration of the first half year 
of service, he cannot claim either tbe second or tbird 
installments of the bounty of $200, which would have 
been payable to him hu.d be continued in service,.,, two 
years". 2 Only those volunteers who bad served for at 
least one day after the completion of one-h_alf of their 
terms of service, were entitled to the second third of 
the installment; but the fact that they received the 
second installment and v1er'il then discharged before com-
pleting the full term of service precluded them from re-
ceiving the third and final installm<ilnt of the bounty,3 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, III, 828-829. 
2 Ibid., 3rd series, V, 13. 
3 Ibid., 3rd series, V, 13. 
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The early enlistments bearing bounties were for 
three years or for the war, with the exception of one 
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or two cases. One of these cases was that one dealing 
with nine months 1 enlistments. The act of July 17, 1862, 
ngives to men volunteering for nine months a bounty of 
$25, to be paid when their company or regiment is mus-
tered into servicen,l. However, according toE, D, Town-
send, Assistant Adjutant-General of the United States, 
only 18,884 nine months' volunteers were accepted, and 
these were raised in Pennsylva.nia without the authority 
of the War Department or the President; but after they· 
were raised and the bounty promised to them by the Gover-
nor of the State, the only thing left for the President 
to do was to accept them, which be did, 
Along with the nine months 1 volunteers were the 
nine months' militia, and according to all evidence, no 
bounty was ever authorized to be paid to them. However, 
a few nine months' militia troops received a bounty of 
$25. These troops were from the State of Vermont, num-
bering 3,934 men. "The payment of the bounty to this 
class of troops resulted from the United States muster-
ing officers and paymasters erroneously thinking that 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, IV, 197. 
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the troops were nine months' volunteers".l 
The act of July 17, 1862, also provided for the 
payment of a bounty of $50 to volunteers for twelve 
months, one-half of the amount to be paid when the vol-
unteer joined his regiment and the other half to be 
paid at the expiration of the term of serv:l.ce. To some 
of tbe twelve months' troops bounties were paid and to 
others no bounties were paid. The Florida bounties were 
ordered paid, while those of Kentucky enlisting unC!er 
the same conditions were denied the privilege of receiv-
ing the bounty. 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, IV, 217. 
CHAPTER III 
BOO!HIEG PAID 
TO Trill COLORED SOLDIERS 
33 
Rhodes states that "the black ranlt 1md file volun-
teers when disaster clouded the Union cause, served with-
out PRY for eighteen months until givr,m that of the white 
troops, faced threutencd enslavement :Lf cnptured, were 
brave in action, patient unci.er heavy ClDd dangerous labor" ,1 
Accordingly we vrould not expect to find the colorl'cl volun-
teers receiving any bounty 2.t the beginning of the war, 
The first law rsg.~;.rdlng the em1>loyment of persons of color 
statGd they "shall receive ten dollars per month and one 
ration.,. n2 Noth;.ng was ~1dded about giving them a bounty. 
On November 29, 1863, Major General Butler wrote to 
the Secretary of Wc.r req_uesting U.m to Quthorize the pay-
ment of a ~;10 bounty to colored rPcr:lits, "After careful-
ly examining the subject, I am convinced that by offering 
·a small bounty, not o:ceeding $10 per man, to colored re-
cruits, tha.t more than expense can be saved •.•••• please 
th . th d. t " 3 au on.ze e expen l ,ure • The Assistant Adjutant-
General, Jas. A. K::trdie, answered the telegram the same 
1 Rhodes, History of the United States, IV, 334. 
2 Official Records, 3rd series, III, 598. 
3 Ibid., 3rd series, III, 1182. 
. 
day. "I am directed by the Secretary of War to say, in 
answer to your telegram of this date, that you are 
authorized, until further orders, to pa.y a bounty not 
exceeding $10 per man for colored recruits in your de-
partment".l 
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General Ord~, no. 215 1 of June 22, 1864, stated 
in s ectlon P, t hD. t all colo'!:'ed recru:l. ts who rod been mus-
tered into the service of the United Stm tes were on the 
same basis as other troo;n; Wit~h the except:lon of bounty, 
That all persons of color who have been or may be 
mustered into the military service of the United States 
shall receive the same uniform, clothing, arms, equip-
ments, camp equipage, rations, medical and hospital at-
tendance, pay and emoluments, other th<:m bounty, as 
other soldiers of the regular and volunteer forces of 
the United States of like arm of the service from and 
after the first day of Januo.ry, 1864; and that every 
person of color who shall hereafter be mustered into the 
service sho.ll receive the sums in bounty as the Presi-
dent shall order in different States and parts of the 
United St':: tes, not exceeding one hundred dollars, 
That all persons enlisted and mustered into ser-
vice as volunteers under the call, dated October seven-
teen, eighteen hundred and sixty-tht>ee, for three 
hundred thousand volunteers, who were at the time of 
enlistment actually enrolled and subject to draft in 
the State in which they volunteered, shall receive from 
the United. States the same amount of bounty without re-
gard to color. 
That all persons of color who were free on the 
nineteenth day of April, eighteen hundred and sixty-
one, and who .have been enlisted and mustered into the 
military ser..-ice of the United States, shall, from the 
time of their enlistment, be entitl~d to receive the 
pay, bounty, and clothing allowed to such p'-rsons by 
the laws existing at the time of their enlistment. 
And the AttorneY-General CJf the United States is here-
bY auth'JrizeC. tO C.et?r!:iiEe o.!l:v'" :.:~uestion o~ law :::ris=..ng 
u:::der tl'is :t:JrOYis:.CJn. And if the Attorne:v-General 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, III, 1102. 
e.foresaid shall 6.et-~rmine tbz~t SJ1J~ of. such ealistsd 
persons are entitled to receive any pay, bounty, or 
clothing, in addition to what they have already re-
ceived, the Secretary of War shall make all necessary 
regulations to enable the Pay Department to make pay-
ment in accordance with such determination.l · 
The first of the above three sections of General 
Ordets, no. 215, placed the colored soldier on the same 
basis as tt~t of any other soldier of th9 United States 
with the exception of the bounty. It also gave the 
colored soldier who enlisted after the passage of this 
act a bounty of not more than .$100. This was left up 
to the President of the United States and it might vary 
in the different States or in the different parts of 
the United States. However, in no part of the United 
States was it to exceed $100, This was, of course, not 
equal to the $300 and ~,400 bounties paid .by the govern-
ment to raw recruits and to veteran recruits. 
The second section will be discussed later in 
dealing with the dre.ft. Suffice it to say tha.t if the 
free Negro was enrolled and subject to the draft in his 
own State, then he was to receive the same bounty as a 
white volunteer. 
The third section dealt with all those Negroes 
who were free when the two sections of the country went 
to war. According to this paragraph, all of the then 





free Negroes, who had enlisted in the services of the 
country, were entitled to everything the white volunteer 
vms entitled to, includ:lng the bounties paid to the wbi te 
volunteers. It also provided that the Attorney-General 
of the United States was to investigate the bounties, 
pay, clothing, etc., p!'lid to these troops, If he found 
that any pay, bounties, etc. 1 WIJ.S still dl)e to e.ny of 
the colored volunteers ovex· a,nd above what they had al-
ready received, the Secret:,ry of War was authorised to 
make all necessary regulatlons for paying these troops 
their adjusted pay or bounties. 
According to the above act, the President of the 
United States sent a note to the Attorney-General of 
the United States, ~.sking for his opinion, as follows: 
By authority of the Constitution, and moved there-
to by the fourth section of the act of Congress, entitled 
11An act making appropriations for the support of the Ar-
my for the year ending the 30th of June, 1865, and for 
other purposes, approved June 15, 1864 11 , I require your 
opinion in '<'.Titing as to what pay, bounty, a..nd clothlng 
are allowed by law to persons of color who were free on 
. the 19th day of April, 1861, and who have been enlisted 
and mustered into the military service of the Onited 
States betY'een the ;nonth of Dece;nber, 1862, and the 16th 
of June, 186·~. 
Please answer as you would do, on my requirements, 
if the act of June 15, 1864,, had not been passed, and I 
will so use your opinion s.s to satisfy that act. 1 
The Attorney-General :'.ent his opinion as requested 
by Mr. Lincoln on the 14th of July. After a lengthy 




discussion ::m the different laws as to pay, clothing, 
and bounties, he decided that: 
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In view, therefore, of the foregoing considerations, 
I give it to you unhesitatingly as my opinion that the 
same pay, bounty, 8D.d clothing are allowed by law to per-
sons of color as referred. to in your communication, and 
who were enlisted and mustered into the military service 
of the United States between the month of Decembe.r, 1862 1 
and the 16th of June, 186·~, as are, by laws existing at 
the times of the enlistments of said persons, !\Uthorized 
and provided for and allowed to other soldiers in the 
voluntary forces of the United States of like ~>rms of 
the service,.L 
There can be no further question as to wbether or not the 
colored volunteer was entitled to the same bounty as the 
white volunteer under the same call, 
Mr. Lincoln indorsed the opinion the same day, 
July 14, 1/?.641 and sent it on to the Secretary of 'i':e.r, 
He in turn "referred it to the Adjutant-General, with 
instructions to direct the Pay:ma.ster-General to pay the 
colored troops in the service of the United Ste.tes in 
) '; <:. ',., 
accordance with the within determination of the Attorney-
General", 2 
These indorsements of the President of the United 
States and the Secretary of War to the opinion of the 
Attorney-General of the United States, changed the whole 
status of the free Negro volunteer. Those who had pre-
viously enlisted before the 14th day of July, and had 
1 Official Recprds, 3rd series, IV, 493. 
2 Ibid., 3rd series, IV, 493. 
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not received the same bounty as other troops enlisting 
at the same time, were to be paid the difference. 
Those receiv.ing no bounty W1?re to be paid the bounty in 
full paid to other voluntee-rs for the same period. Thus 
the persons of color who were free were plro.ced upon the 
same footing as other volunteers. 
Circular no. 27,, vrhich followed a few days o.fter 
the Attorney-General had rendered bis opinion, calling 
for 500 1 000 volunteers for o period of enlistments of 
one, two, and three years, treated the Negro and the white 
volunteers equally in all respects. "For recruits, in~ 
eluding representative recruits (white or colored)--
for one year, ~~100; for two years, $200; for three years, 
$300",1 
The slave was of course on a different status prior 
to hi.s going into the army t ban were other persons. This 
was to be expected and no tiling short of it would have 
seemed logical. In the first place, his status in life 
did not permit him to receive a bounty for enlisting in 
the se'rvice of the United States. As a matter of fact, 
he could not enlist upon his own volition. The consent 
of bis master had to be obtained, and then, of course, 
the master h~.d to be one in favor with the cause of the 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, IV, 518. 
,---
North. And, too, it was the master and not the slave 
who received the bounty money; the slave, in one sense, 
received a greater bounty than did any other person en-
listing in the service. He received his freedom at his 
muster in time, but of course all slaves received that 
in the end, 
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Andr-evr w~~le military g~vernor of Tennes-
see, wrote to Presioent Lincoln concerning the slave and 
loyal master in whdoh he said: 
If we were authorized to offer $300 in addition 
to the present bounty to loyal masters consenting to 
their slaves entering the services of the United States, 
it would be an entering wedge to emancipation and for the 
time paralize such opposition to recruiting slaves in 
·rennessee, the slave to receive all other pay and hds 
freedom at the expiration of his service, If a white 
man pays his $300 for a substitute he need not care 
whether he is white or black. This would relieve the 
loyal owners and punish the rebels and traitors, for 
as to his
1
slaves we would ask no questions nor make any 
promises.· 
Apparently there was no answer to thds note; however 
a month later the President sent a request to Governor 
Johnson to meet the President in Washington for a personal 
consultation for what purpose was not stated; but before 
this ca..ll of the President for Johnson's consultation, the 
President issued, through General Orders no. 329, orders 
for the recruiting of colored troops in the States of Mary-
land, Missouri, and Tennessee. Any citizen in any of these 






States who offered his or her slaves for military ser-
vice, and if the slave or slaves were 11ccepted
1 
the re-
cruiting officer gave the owner of the slave accepted 
''a certificate thereof and became entitled to compensa-
tion for the service or labor of said sla,ve, not exceed-
ing the sum of ~'.300, upon filing manu-
!nission and of reJ.ease an(1 of making satisfactory proof 
of the title" ,1 In anoth0r section of the above orders, 
any person was given the right to file claims to any per-
son--hP.re person means one of color--enlisting in the 
services of the United States, and if the clai)ll was 
filed v!lthin ten days, his claia1 eas examined, If it 
was found valid, be was awarded ttjust compensation, not 
exceeding $300 for each slave belonging to the claimant; 
and upon the claimant filing a valid deed of manumis~.ion 
and release of servicen,2 In December of the same year 
all States were included, for "in order to secure to 
each State and district its just credit for colored 
troops furnished, and to secure compensation to the own-
ers of enlisted slcves, it.is ordered ••••• " the same as 
above.3 Thus we see that the slave was a part of the 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, III, 861. 
2 Ibid., 3rd series, III, 861. 
3 Ibid., 3rd series, III, 1178. 
~· ~.-
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bounty system, with the owner receiving the money and 
the slave receiving his freedom for his service, if' he 
lived to enjoy it. 
The Negroes who enlisted in the States were very 
seldom mentioned, and it is therefore very difficult to 
determine ~f "to ev~ry recruit" or "to each volunteer" 
or "to each volunteer, drafted ms.n, end substitute" 1 
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the Negro recruit, volunteer, or substitute was included. 
There is evidence tbat he wr::.s, for "the selectmen were 
directed to pr::.y the 'same bom;ty to cqlored men en-
listing to the credit of tl~e town, a.s we pay to white 
men'"·l 
The Governor detailed the Adjutant-General to visit 
Washington and Fortress Monroe, to inquire concerning 
the feasibility of procuring men of color to enlist in 
colored regiments of Massachusetts. At this time there 
was a great number of contrabands who were at those two 
points, wt.o desired coming North and entering into the 
service. The Adjutant-Gener<cl was directed to confer 
with military authorities, and to offer to colored men 
wishing to enlist 'the State bounty of fifty dollars, 
if tlle War Department vrould credit the men to the con-
tingent of the State, Upon arriv1ng in Washington, he 
found plenty of men at the colored camp on the Virginia 
side of the Potomac, who were .willing and anxious to 
come North and enlist in our regiments. But the War 
Department .would not allow it tc be done; and therefore 
he was unsuccrcssful in his mission. 
This policy was afterwards changed, and colored 
men were a~lowed to come North and enlist in colored 
regiments. 
1 Schouler, History of Massachusetts in the Civil War, 
II, 94. 
2 Ibid., I, 416. 
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We find in these two cases that both the communi-
ty and the State were not only willing to pay the same 
bounty to the Negroes, but did pay the same bounty, a.s 
soon as the War Department accepted the colored persons 
on equal terms with the white men, in filling the quotas 
of the towns and States. As all States and towns were 
an.,"Cious to fill their quotas by pa;ring a bounty to "each 
volunteer", it seems unmttural that a di~;tinction was 
made between the white and the colored volunteer, for 
both were accepted to fill the quotas required of the 
State anci town. Moreover, if the quotas were not filled, 
then the draft, much detested by the people of the North, 
·was to be ordered to fill the delinquent quotas. 
The report of the Paymaster•General 1 s office, in 
regard to the bounties paid to the colored troops dur-
ing tJ:-,e Civil War by the United States, is as follows: 
1. All persons of color who bave been 
enlisted and mustered into the service 
of the United States, and are mustered 
on the rolls as "free on or before 
April 19, 1861", are entitled to bounty 
as follows, viz: 
If enlisted prior to Oct. 24, 1863 ••••••••• $ 100 
If enlisted in old organizations 
after Oct. 24, 1P63, and prior to 
Aprtl 1, 1864............................. 300 
If enlisted between April 1, 1864 
and July 17 1 1864, inclusive.............. 100 
2. All persons of color enlisted and mus-
tered into the service under the Presi-
dent's call for 300,000 volunteers, 
dated October 17, 1863, who were at the 
"-
time of enlistment enrolled and 
subject to the draft in the State 
where enlisted, are entitled to 
bounty as follows, viz: 
Enli:oted in any organizatj_oP of 
colored troops between Oct. 17 
ancl Oct. 24, 1863 .•. ...............•.. , $ 100 
Enlh:ted in an old organization 
aft.er Oct. 24, 1863, and prior 
to April 1, 1864 ..•• ~ ........••• • ..••• ~ 300 
Enlisted in a ne;w organization 
aftsr December 24 1 1863, and 
prior to April 1, 1964 ••••••••.••••••• , 300 
Remark to be enlisted on the mus-
ter-roll: "Enrolled and subject 
to the dr<:~ft in the en-
rollment district of the State 
of at tre time of en-
listwent." 
3, All enlistments of colored men after 
July 18, 1864, for one, two or 
three ;rears, entitle them to boun-
ty of ~:100, *200, and ~.;:oo, re:;pccti vely, 
4, Colored soldiers who have been, or hereafter 
shall be dL::chD.rged b;y reason of wounds re.-
ceived in battle, on skirmish or picket, or 
in action, or in the line of duty, and who 
are otherv:i~e entitled under the existing 
laws to bounty, 2.re entitJ.E,d to receive the 
same bounty as if they had served out the 
full terrJ of cnlistmcmt. 
5 • .All persons of color drafted under the act of 
March 3, 1863, and prior to September 5 1 
1864, and their substitutes, are entitled to 
a bounty of ~noo, proviCcd they serve tv10 
full years. They l1a.ve also the sarr,e pay and 
allowance '-'s v.'h.i.te soldiers. 
6. Under section s, a~t of June lE, 1864, no 
bounty was ordersd by the President for per--
sons of color Fl'o shoulc enlist betvreen that 
date and July 19, 1864, unless free April 
19, 1861. 
7. For colored persons, whe,, discrdl.rged, the final 
papers sho'llf contain the same data for bounty 
as v:as required to elucidate their claims upon 
the muster-,.roll;:. Paymc.sters, v1hen they can 
consi~;tew.tl;r do so, should aU~ in conveying in-
formation on trJ.s point to all interested. 1 




PAID TO THE VOLUNIFFF:S 
IiUimiG THE CIVIL WAR 
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Vihen the war flrCJt broke out and during the period 
"f enlistment of the FiN;t, Tenth, and Twenty-ninth Maine 
regiments, it is stated: 
There was no bounty tl"m, though th.e State ga.ve us 
one of $22 after we were "in", Bt2tn ~id to wives of 
~.olcliers v1as unl\:noY•11 1 and recruiting officers hD.d not 
learned hovt to :.;et traps for the unwary ,1 
It is apparent from the above that altl:ough during tllis 
early period bounties were not paid, tlley were paid to 
tbe volunteers later. 
All recruits enlisted bet·Neen September, 1861, 
and July 17, 1862, ezcept such as bad volunteered up 
till that Ume under tl'e call of July 2, 1862, en-
tered the .servlce with no Sto.te bount;>' whatever,2 
The first ten regiments of infa.ntry and tb.e first com-
pany received a State bounty equal to two months' pay, 
"Not less than 25,000 to 30,000 of Maine's contingent 
of troops were furnished to the National government 
without the payment of StE,_te bounty, exceeding $200,000 
1 Gould, HistorY of 1st, lOth, and 29th Maine Regiments, 
19. 
2 Whitman, True, Maine in the War, 635-636. 
in the a.ggregaten,l The amount paid to thesE'! troops 
would indeed be very small in comparison v1ith the large 
bounties paid during the closing years of the war. 
Maine, however, paid larger bounties. 
From July, 186~, thenceforl~ard during the war, 
State bounties for three years' volunteer enlistments, 
advanced (with exceptions specified in a general or-
der of November 4 1 1,864) from ~:45 to member of new 
organixations1 and 1;.(55, to roc:ruits for thos8 in the field, up to ~100 by act of Feb. 2, 1864, and to $300 
by act of Feb. (?).,,to both clases, including re-en-
listed men. The last named act giving $300, State 
bounty, prorJ.bited all pa:y-ment of town bounties, •• A 
very large amount of bountie<\ was paid. by terms in .., 
violations of law, which was subsequentlY legalized,~ 
Thus we find Mc:.ine giving St~! te bounties to the first 
volunteers c.fter the~r were enlisted, an amount equol to 
two months' pay, which was $22; tbis amount grew in 
siz.e until it equaled ~·300 by the last act passed by 
the Maine Legish.ture dealing with tbe bounty, Tbis 
~f300 did not include the town bounties, wqich amounted 
to $500 in some cases. The local bounties will be dealt 
with in another chapter. 
Maine was divided ir:.to five districts for tbe pur-
45 
pose of raising volunteers, as were all other States di-
vided into districts, with Rhode Island having two dis-
tricts and Delaware having but -:;;1e district. Pe1msylvania. 
was divided into twenty-four and New York trJ.rty-one 
1 Whitman, True, Maine in the War, 635-636. 




districts. The Official Records, in dealing with boun-
tll?s othPr than Unit·c-d StatPs r bounties, considered these 
subdivisions of the St;;.te :,s .·1. unit, and have added the 
State bounty under the variN\S calls to that paid by 
these subdivisions, if' they prdd any, to tha.t of the 
towns in these ::ub-divisions. rherefoJ.·e, in dealing with 
t.he State bounties, 1.t will b0 necessary to treat these 
sub-divisions along with the Str.te bounties, 
In considering ltlaine under thls new angle c..s suh-· 
eli visions and under the different calls of the President, 
we find some interesting facts. The First District of 
Maine paid an averagE' bmmt~r to the men entering the ser-
vices of the United St2,tcs under the calls of 1E63 of 
t·299,08 per man. Unccer the call of lvlarch 14, 1864, the 
amount was almost $100 less than in le63 1 being $199,35 
per man; however there is a great increase in amount 
pald for the call of July 18, 1864, it being ~:Z45 ,14, 
Tbis increase is :c.oticed in the last call of December 
19, 18641 be inc; $377.64. The grana. total paid in this 
district during the war v.,·as $2,532,388.69, It is not 
necessary to treat each district in this fashion, but 
the smallest amount paid per during the war, was 
paid under the call of March 14, 1864, in the Fifth Dis-
trict. It v;as $100. ~?3 per volunteer, while the largest 
amount was paid under the Call ·of December 19, 1864, in 
·-·-
TABLE OF BOtEJTIEB, O·T.HEH THA.l'l THOSE OF- TI-'.E UNII'E.C BrArr.:·3. ~)AID .t-:jP..!i;G- T::E CIVI.:... ~·:··AR 
.Average Bounty Paid under the Calls of 
March July Dec. 
14, 18, 19, 
Maine 1863 1864 1864 1864 Grand Total 
First District $299.08 ~~199.35 ~~345.14 ;~377 .64 ~'f~;J h'?C'l rze~ ~g t;;-,..-,._;utc:,.,u ....5ti'J 
Second Distruct 284.93 303.34 367.51 1,444,346.28 
Third District 268.33 2·56.?3 '399. ~32 2,~J84,3·36.SO 
Fourth District 298.00 488.00 493.00 642,137.00 
Fifth District 105.30 100.23 248.19 419.03 1,837,406.00 
l & Tota ............................................................... ~7,837,643.97 
The above information is not complete. Many of the towns of Maine failed to mal{e any 
report of what they or their citizens did during the Civil War in regard to the bounty sit-
uation. "The acting assistant provost-marshall of Maine reports his statement incomplete 
from his inability to obtain from many towns information11.l His statement is the one above 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, V, 740-741. ~ 
· rr~111: 111111111:1 :I: 1:11.11·· 11 · ~llliiiiii.·r!r'llll T.l !T1 , 1 1;· ll ~ .• ,n . .J ::·1 1·1: 
the Fourth District; this €•.mount was $493 per man.l 
(See also page ·W, Table o.f Bounties, other than Those 
of the United States, Paid during the Civil War.) 
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A lavr was enacted in Nev1 Hmr:pc:hire, July 9
1 
1862, 
which gave the towns and cities in the State the right 
to pay locnl bounties; l1ovcever, the payment of Stc .. te 
bounties v-ras not ;uentionec1, but it is :re:;.sona.ble l;o as-
sume tho.t the Legislature must hc.ve also ena.ctGd ~- bonn-
ty law for the State on or before thJt time. Contrary 
to the assumption, hov.'ever, on the 4th of November, 1262', 
in a proclamatlon of Governor Gilmore, the foJ.lovring is 
found: "In addition to the;'3e sumE, I do hereby (with the 
advice al1c1 consent of the .Executive Council) offer a 
bounty of ~!:J.OO to every m2:1 who volunteers in response to 
this call before the 5th clay of J;:,.nuary next" .2 From the 
wording, it appears as if no St&te bounties were paid be-
fore the 4th day of november, 1860. Although when the 
enrollment districts c;f New Hampshire, of which there 
o.re three, are considerPd, the following is true. Under 
the calls of 1863, the average bounty paid, other than 
those ps.id by the United St2.tes, was ~~417 for the First 
District, ~445 for the Second District, and ~AOl for the 
Third District, making an average of ~r421 for the State 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, V, 740. 
2 Ibid., 3rc1 series, III, 993-994. 
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as a whole.l Another proclamation was given to the 
citizens of the State by the Governor 'on the 9th of 
February, 1864, in which he ste.ted "that the State 
bounty of #,100 will continue to be paid till further 
notice to citizens of New Hampshire who enlist as fresh 
recruits or vetere.n volunteers to the credit of the 
towns in which they luive resic.'lence. n2 
Under the bounty act of' .July 16, 1864, New Hamp-
shire was more liberal in g:tv:l.ng State bounties, This 
act authorized the Governor to offer a State bounty of 
~·100 to "one year 1 s men, ~p200 for two years I men, and 
1;300 for three years' men, and in the same proportion 
for any other term of service, to each soldier •• ,during 
the present war". 3 This same act authorized the Gover-
nor to send agents, "not e::ceeding ten", to the South to 
enlist recruits from among the citizens of the insurgent 
States. To this body of recrUits a larger State bounty 
of $500 was offer 0 d when mustered in for three years. 
On the 13th day of October, 1864, the St2te continued 
its bounty of $100, $~'00, and ([;300 for one, two and three 
years 1 men. 4 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, v, 740-741. 
2 Ibid., 3rd series, IV, 538. 
3 Ibid., Crd series, IV, S36-b37. 
4 Ibid., Zrd series, IV, 538. 
': -
-
Tk..DLE C}f BCUNTIF·c, O'l'£-£1-: TfiJ'u\ TEOCE OF T.EE UNITED L:TJ;.T.ES, PAID LURILJG TPE CIVIL v.·AR 
Average Bounty Paid under the Calls of 
March July Dec. 
14, 18, 19, 
New Hampsr..ire 1863 1864 1264 1864 Grand Total 
First District $417.00 $395.00 $693.00 $646.00 $3,491,075.00 
Second District 445.00 349.00 766.00 627.00 3,045,508.JO 
Third District 401.00 485.00 797.00 643.00 3,099,730.00 
Total . ................•.. · ........................................ . ~9_,636,313.00 
"The average under call of 1863, t421; unG.er iliarch 14., 1264-J• ~406; l..lGder July 18, 
1864, $745; under December 19, 1864, $639. Average cost per man under e-ll call:o, :;!'557. 59";. 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, V, 740-741. 




According to these acts, one .feels tllt,.t the State 
of Nevr Hampshire contributed its share of we<dth to the 
51 
soldiers of tbe vmr in the form of bounties. We must al-
ways keep in mind that there were, in most all cases, 
tbree separate contributions in the way of bounties; and 
in some instcmces the fourV' or fifth contributor in the 
form of of' the twon, o.dded to ..L ~-- -1.,ne~~G 
Sto. te and Na tiono.l governments. In dealing each one 
of these bounties under its proper h<?ad, one migttt over-
lool;: the fact that along with the :,;zoo offered for a 
three years' mo.n by the State, there wns also the same 
bounty offerPd b:,' the town or city, or could be ofi'er8d 
by them c.ccorcling to the ''ct, plus a bounty by the United 
Sto.tes, msldng a. tots.l of :j.900 authori:z.ed by law. (See 
page 5.), Table of Bounties, Other tlwn Those of the United 
States, Paid during the Civil ~ar.) 
The State of Massachusetts called for an extra ses-
sion, of the State Legislature on ;v;ay 14, 1861, to deal 
wi.th the wa.r situation. An act wa:o passed to aid the 
families of those who Jw.d volunteered to serve in the war. 
It provided that tovms and cities might raise money by 
taxation for this purpose, but it put a restriction on 
the amount which might be paid to any family. This amount 
was placed o:t h:el ve dollc.rs per r~oJ:th, a.nd the money ex-





I __ _ 
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re-imbursed armually from the Ste.te treasury; thus it re~ 
ceiv ed the name of "State Aid". One reason for the pass-
ing of such an act 1"as to prevent extro.vD.gance on the 
part of the to1,;;ns in providing aids of different kinds 
for those depcncHng ur.on tLe nolc11.er"' for support, A 
secane reason was to Lncite uctivity on tbe part of tovms 
that failed to assist tbe fmr.ilies vrho needed aid, This 
same act authorized the town<: anci cities to raise rwney 
by taxation to m£et any expense already incurred, or to 
Cccrry out any contract; but cl<;o terr.llrwted all contracts 
in a ninety days 1 period, This was to prevent what might 
have become banl>:ruptcy on the part of tovms impoverishing 
ti:e:nselves by givlng montl1ly allovwnces to volunteers en-
listed to fill their ~uotas, 
Another obj8ct, a.nd one of vital importance as far 
as t}lis paper is concerned, was to prevent conpetition 
behceen towns in obtaining recrcli ts by offering extrava-
gant bounties, thus giving the wealthy commmities an un-
due advantage over poorer to~~vns or cities. However, many 
ccrcr:mni ties failt',d to pay any attention to this act, which 
brought about the passage of anotl'er act of the Legisla'cure, 
approved by the Governor on November 12, 11:'63, This act 
provided "that bounties to volunteers should be paid by 
the Commomccal tt, and fixed the amount e.t $325 to each 
volunteer, vrbo should enlist for a term of three years, 
'----
c-
and be credited to the quota of any town or city wit b-
in the Commonwealth",l One very fine feature of this 
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act was that it allo~.'ed the recruit the option, insteo.d 
of taking the aggregute amount of the bounty at one 
time, of taking fifty dollars of t'ne bount;' when mus-
tereq into the service, and then "twenty doll2.rs a. month 
until discharged, .,nd :ln the event of his death while in 
the service, one hundred and twenty-five dolle.rs to his 
n 
widow or legal heirs 11 ,"' It W&S tbougbt tbat tbis act 
woulc1 lead to a uniform bounty system throughout the 
State, and prevent the evil of competition between towns 
in filling their quotas; however it seemed to h:we the 
opposite effect, causi.ng towns th:::t covlcl a.fforcl it to 
increase the amount given to ~en unnecessary Cl.egree, It 
failed to accomplish its purpose, 11 for towns,. in their 
desire to fu.rnisb the number of men required of them, 
continued to pay bounties of their own, notwithstanding 
the large bounty offered by t'ne State" ,3 
Because of ttis failure of tbJ communities of the 
State to observe the .above act, another one was passed 
which prohibited the towns from paying a bounty of more 
than $125. To overcome this, some of the towns gave 
1 Schouler, Hi§j:;ory of Massuchusetts in the Civil War, II, 
12-13. 
2 Ibid., II, 12-13, 







-:·.: ;-~:: .. F ~_,r· :;•Ju::;-r..r·::-:...; ::;:.·:~~:h ,;,:: .. t;.:; r:_.·;~)t: :F :r·,:i', .-_,.,-;_._, , __ .._ ~--' .. 
Averu.ge BountY Paid under tbe- Calls o:f 
March July Dec. 
14, - 18 , 19, 
Massactusetts 1863 1864 1864 1864 
First District $300.00 $150.00 ::,\150.00 ;;1199. 28* 
Second District 63.JS 152.58 r:)~'7 .-.r'l ;;..,vt..."•- v 146.4.6 
TUrd Listrict 40.XJ 225.~0 17E .• :JD 
Fourth Listrict 40.00 ?f::5.SD l "1t:::: .-...-: -· ~,. · .• J._j 
Fifth District 8.00 l97. C/J 1714 ~':;J 
Sixth District ls:'7.0D 148.:•0 ?3l.JJ l'e6.:>J 
Seventh District 330.:JQ __ ~·62. E-0 4:E3.EG 15-J.~C 
Eighth District 71.22 119.79 224.98 f!33.?0 
Ninth District 300.00 206.SB 304.59 209.93 
Tenth District 402.74 492.91 43'3.44 4.l4.75 
Total •••.•••.•••••.•••..••••. ~···············~~···~····~~~····· 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, V, 740-741. 
Grand Total 
"' 07') 1270 ')7 * c ...... ,ouc ....... u 
1 ~70 709 !"'.Ll _, __ ';;!, v •. .,., ...
1, ?OC, 902-.31 
1, 20~?, 593.67 
1,070,349.00 
1, 4.31, 9S7. E7 







* Aggregate a_dditional bounties paid by the State wllich cannot Dll specified by district. 
. :1 flmfl: II" Iii !I: I I I II , I I I fiT!!!' i/T:/111 i I :1: 
r1 
IB'Ci -~~-~~~-D::J ::.1 Ill' 




their bounties in gold, which was cf course at a premium 
ect that time.l 
Until nearly the close of the WD.r, men enlistinr; 
in the Navy \Cere not credited to tbe q_uota of tLe E;.tc;.te 
or of the town of their res:lCence. The Vla:r Department 
finally decided to allow the State and town credit for 
this group of loyal fighting men. As soon e.s tbis was 
done, Massachusett::;, on April 11, 1864., pas~.ed a .lnw al-
lowing the naval recruit a botlnty of tlOO for a tn:re0 
yel!lrs' enlistment. "To men who would enlist for two 
years, $66,66; and to one year's men, ~;.::3,33: and im-
posed upon the Adjutant·-General the duty of making out 
the bounty rolls 11 ,2 (See also page 54, Table of Boun-
ties, other than Those of tbe United States, Pe.ic. during 
the Civil V!ar.) 
In dealing with the bounty system in the State of 
N'ew York, James Ford Rhodes, in rJ.s History of the United 
States, vol. V, gives a very good idea of the situatlon 
when he quotes an advertisement of the New York County 
Volunteer Commlttee: 
T::c: ::ollo'7;-2.ng 
::.::--:: l-. t :,- :: :~ -. :: t ~- J 
1 Schouler, Historv of Mass. in the Civil War, II, 12-13. 
2 Ibid., II, 12-13. 




cash, $300; State bounty, $75; United States bounty to 
new recruits, $302; additional to veteran soldiers, 
$100, making totals, respectively, of $677 and $777 
for service which would not exceed three years. 1 
In fact, those who enlisted SE)rved just a little over 
one year, He goes on to say that the bounty paid in 
56 
the county of New York wms above the average paid 
throughout the countrY e.s a whole, although not the l:>.igh-
est bounty. 
Owing to the population of the Ste.te of New York, 
the State, besides being divided into districts, was di-
vided into three divisions, each of which was further 
sub-divided into districts. The only other State to be 
:o;o divided was Pennsylvania, 
The competition between the towns and cities in 
the States of Massachusetts and Connecticut led the Gover-
norto introduce the bounty system into New York. It was 
said that the State and loce,l bounties in the two above 
named States placed New York at a disadvantage, Volun-
teers would go to the State and town or city offering 
the largest bounties. The State constitution provided 
tl'lat no money could be expended out of the treasury or to 
contract for any debt upon the public account, except by 
authority of the Legislature, but at tr~s time the 
1 J. F. Rhodes, HistorY of the United States, IV, 430. 






Legislature was not in session. The Governor ha.d the 
authority to call a special session of the Legislature, 
but this would take time, and when once assembled the 
Legislature might transcend the purpose for w):rl.ch it 
was called; and, too, when once called, it might not 
pass the necessary legislation. Taldng these things in-
to consideration, the Governor and the Comptroller, "af-
ter many conferences witb the officers of the :principal 
banks at Albany fl.nd New York and the counsels of many 
prominent citizens, concluded to take the responsibility 
of borrowing and expending enough money to pay a bounty 
of $50 to every recruit when mustered into the service, 
enlisting either into the regiments about to be raised 
or in those in the field" •1 It was the belief of these 
officials and tl'e people; counseled tha.t the people of 
New York would legalize the action thus taken at the next 
session of the Legislature, Their opinion was acquiesed 
in by the Legislature in its session in 1863. The total 
amount of money paid out in bounties under the above pro-
visions was :!::2,721,050. The individuals and banks pro-
viding money for these bounties were reimbursed by the 
State. 2 
1 Col. S. W. Burt, History of the Empire State Regiments, 
97-98. 
2. Ibid., 37-98. 
~--
=--~--= 
Later on in the same :>'ear, November 10, 1.:'63, the 
following act was passed: 
58 
To all recruits $75 paid as follows: at date of 
enlistment, $10; on due muster in the United States ser-
vice and before leaving the gerJeral rerJdezvous, ~)65. To 
all who re-enlist Who were in the service of the United 
States in the first 38 regiments (two years) Nev1 York 
volunteers, on the 17th day of April, 1863, will be paid 
$150, Paid as follows: At the date of enlistment $30; 
on due muster in United States servicl!l an<'!. before ieav-
ing the general rendezvous, $120,1 
Thus we have the firnt tvm enactments of the New 
York Legislature. All oth8r bounties paid by the State 
or by any of its political sub-divisions, counties, or 
communities, will be found in the table of bounties for 
the State of·New York. 
The averG.ge bountr paid under the calls of 1863 was 
C297, 65; the average under the call of M.arch 14, 1864 was 
$322.48, an increase of a few cents uncl.er twenty-five dol-
lars. There was another small increase in the average 
paid under the calls of July 18, 1864,, the average being 
$339.32. The largest increase came under the call of 
December 19, 1864, the n.verG.ge bounty being $452.59, an 
increase of $113.27 over the last previous call of five 
months back,2 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, III, 874, 1016. 
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The following TABLE. OF BOUNTIES, OTHER THAN UNITED 
STA'TES BOUNTY, FLID DURING ·rHE CIVIL WAR is taken from 
the Offici&l Records 1 3rd series, V, 740-749. The fol-






Average bounty paid. 
Aggregate bounty paid, 
Grand aggrega.te bounty paid. 
---,.-
, ~ I 
,:,, 
I' .__! __ .l_____lllljJJ_J_I_I_!_;'!tllll!.l.'-'-.'--'-' 
TABLE OF BOUNTIES, OTFXR 'TIIAI•1 UNITED STATES BOUNTY, PAID DUHPJG 'THE CIVIL \YAR 








Call of Mar. 14, 1864 
A B 
$ 241.11 <!\ ..., 502,105.00 
312.02 757.599.00 
145.32 404,570.28 
Ca{l of July 18, 1864 
A, B 
$ 610.41 $ 485,893.00 
~~65. ~5 8~5, ~H5?' .• 00 




1. "' '"16 tl~ 'lY r_, • D
... ... . . 0 
0 6~·,J50.0 ." ~-j.-' g-r ':? {_.-~'±.. 0 il' 300,'2)99. 57 :!If- 592.39 ,,;. 1 ~f'Y" oan '"'l "n ...- J .._., . ..'.J...' - .._,0' • '-.-1 
2. 300.00 l:J6,500.00 zoo. ·Jo 578,000 .. 00 C'~-~- 72 182,350.00 
"' 300.00 128,100.00 248.82 1,240,500.00 -~~-96. 23 . 326,500.00 vo 4. 300.00 26,700.00 300.80 52,500.00 200.77 3, ~JDO .. ·JO 
5. 300.00 149,700.00 300.00 216,000.00 269.38 27,200.00 
6. 300.00 109,800.00 300.00 l44,6:JO.CO 269.30 26,4:00.00 
7. 300.00 95,100.00 300.00 13_0,200.00 272.72 12,000.00 
8. 300.00 113,100.00 300.00 117,000.00 275.86 32,000.00 
9. 300.00 64,200. ::o 000.00 ll6,lUO.OO 290.90 16~000.00 
10. 300.00 304,800.00 500.00 1,306,500.00 600.00 1,516,800.00 
Total .••...••.•••••.•••.•.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~·························· 




































































. ii~;,]Ji 1 lllllmr.'li1 11' 111.11 , lf :,llli:~·.[·.li"/':i!,'i :1111·. 
Figures in ( ) are taken fro 
report of 0. Blunt, esq., 
and include average and ag-
gregate expenditures for 
bounties for the County of 
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TABLE OF BOUNTIES. OTBEFI. 'l'HhN UNU_ED STJI..TES BOUNTY, PAID DUHING rtlE CIVIL V.AR 
State and Calls of 1863 
district no. 
A 







































23, 2:2;0. JCJ~~ 




h. .t. Q:o r:t o.~ 0,1 


























1, 911, f.,7s. ~Jo 
2,227,514.20 
2,281,900 • .JO 
Total . .............................................. ,. ,. ............................. . 
'~ Hand money. 
\ 




~~,,.. ................ ..,..-""""'" ·~·~ -~~,·--c"·-~----,.,- ... ,-.. -~-~----~~--------,--·-····----
TABLE QF BOUN'!IES,_OTaER_c__TEAN JJJJITED STATES J?OUBTX, PAID DORING THE CIVIL Vi.AR 
State and 
district no. 
Call of December 19, 1864 
A 
NEW YORK (Cont.) 
Northern Division 
ll. 

































Tot~l ...••••••••••.••••••••••• $ 27,158,63l.09 
Western Division 
21. $ 670.00 $ 769,ll2.00 $ 2,955,562.00 
22. 500.00 719,600.00 2,?03,8QO.OO 
~?.3. 574.13 740,635.00 3,505,760.00 
24. 886,198.76 3,996,592.93 
25. 700.00 679,000.00 3,860,900.00 
* Hand money. 
** Paid by State. 
. 'IliUm : lllli111:1 :r: I ! 11 i 11·· ll :1 ll!!llir r: I iii ..... I 
This statement is as correct 
as was possible to obtain. 
! ! T' ill ; 1 lr' ;J -, li:'!; u: ,, Iii I I 
()) 
CN 
TABLE OF BOONTI"PS, OTHER ;I' HJ\.l\1 ON l'TED STATES BOUNTY. PAID DURING TEl'< CIVIL '..,_,NAR""'-'----,---
State and Calls of 1863 Call of Mar. 14, 1864 Ca:U of July 18, 1864 
district no. 
A B A J:l A B 
NEW YOB.K (Cont.) 
Western Division (Cont.) 
26. $ 122.72 $ 792,400.00 $ 3'75--.00 $ 1,495,925.00 $ ~)25. 00 $ 1,811,150.00 
27. 228.60 927,658.00 ~::51.46 1,713,386.00 
28. 244,957.28 525,000.00 2,464,160.00 
29. 37.50 103,050.00 311.50 408,460.00 EiOO. 00 1,26:';,189.00 
30. 74.42 230,000.00 225.50 544,000.00 k!66.32 800,000.00 
31. 300.00 680,700.00 ?00.00 1,415,400.00 






























* Call of 1862 bounty paid to l24th Pennsylvania Volunteers. 





















·-~---~---------..---,... . ........_.... ,,..:.:..~_ ........ ~_;:_,~,. .. ~~-~~ •• .,. _ _,.._""-~.:.-.-:.-- ~~-----"--""~-.,_. __ ~---~-'--~.,.0., ... _, ...... , .•. -- -- ~-,";,:.~-----.,.;.~....-'~"'---·--~~ 
TABLE OF BOUNTIES, O·THER THAB CTNITED STATFS BOUN'PY, PAID DUHTNG T'iE CIVIL \':AR 
State and 
district no. 
Call of Dec.ember 19, 1864 
A 
NFW YOPJ\: (Cont.) 
Western Division (Cont.) 
26. $ 700.00 
27. 571.75 







690 ,_362. QD 






































n ':>'<9 64~' 00 ?._,..,._.,._ , -Ve-. 
i?,374,QOO.OO 
2,659,6!50.00 
~t; Q~!') ~"")l ""' ,_...~ 1 ...,. Gv ,.~..:~- .;;:v't..F 
749,795.44 
1,305,075.04 










· r IU~IIIII~IIli II i II i II .. II I II1TIII :1'~1111 
Amount paid by tbe city of 
Pti1adel)hi&. t~o:; __ g~ ci ti-
z&ns and veteran bounty 
comnittees, etc. 






~~-...... ,_-·--~,;;,.~-~-~-~ .... ~~'~==·=··-•~-;-;;-e-"~=····-"'"· -. 
TABLE OF BOUHTP:S, OTHER TE.AN UNL!' 10:D STATES BOUNTY, PAID DUEING :rHE CIVIL WAR 








$ 61.10* $ 143,402,80** 




Call of July 18, 1864 
.ll. B 
• R"O ·'J•4 ~.)o ~ ~~ ,. ~ . 
529,~15.~0 






































Total .................•. •. ·••· .... •. ·· • • •• •·· .. ·· •• ................................. .. 
* Calls prior to 1865. 
~~* Includes amount paid prior to 1863. O> 
(J') 
· ntnm; l1il~lil ;11 I 111 : 11·· II . il lliil'III:n Ill/ ... ' I . fill II --1,1.il,f .. L .I: l.'l.'.ll ' ' 
TABLE OF BOUNTIES, OTf[ER _THl\l'J _(JNIJ'EI2 Sl'_ATES BOUNTY, PAID tUHI::iG TEE CIVIL WAR 
State and 
district no. 
Call of December 19, 1864 
A 
PENNSYLVANIA (CON·r.) 







$ 1, 959,851.96 
1,143, 810.00 






































Total • •.•••••••••••••••.•••.•• $ 17,154, '6'7-1. '96 
·1:~mll~lllilli 111 :11 .• T1 lll:illlfT'i:l111 
I 
Acting assistant provost-mar-
shall-general reports this 
statement as ne:::.r correct -?.S 
can be obtained. 
'' 
'I i! 
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TABLE OF BOUNTif",S, O_LtiER THAN UNITED STATES BOUNTY, PAID DURING THE CTVIL V."AR 
States and Calls of 1863 
district no. 





















Totctl ............... .......................................................................... "' .. 
$ 50.00 $ 19,350.00 $ 89.00 $ 168,425.00 $ ~325. 'JO ,Z. t:':l"':l'....,. ('V''1h 00 "-;; ..; l,;;.,;:::, • ......-. \ . 
50.00 19,050.00 100.00 177,700.:)0 350.00 581,850.00 
80.00 267,590. C'O 90.GtJ 374:,9?5.'JO 
200.00 65,400.00 400.00 283,608.00 ·±oa. ~Jo 2?6,408.00 
l50.CO 201,4:0.00 ~500.00 763,000 • .')0 
Total ...................................................... ~························ 
. rlnlli 'IIIIIMII 1i!ir I. ill 11·· 1'1 'I llli'llir!il:llll ! I ')'; i'l''l;; ; 
I ! 


























Call of December 19, 1864 
A B 
.. 4. 9Q·H· ~ 3,400.00 'ti' "' 36. 967~ 15,300,00 












~-7, 9:JO. 00 
















~~ Average cost per man. 
. :1 fii~ITI i 11111111! II: I: ! II II .. I :1 . I IJ:illil II'! ,11:1 
Tris statement is correct and 
shows all local bounties 
paicl in the State .. 
'I 





TABLE OF BOUNTIES. _O'rJillH THAN UNITED STATES BOUN·rY. PAID DUiliJIJG THE CIVIL WAH 
State and Calls of 1863 Call of Mar. 14, 1864 Call of July 18, 1864 
district no. 






















$ 100.00 $ 119,900.00 $ ~~50. 00 $ 617,000.00 
$ 100.00 $ 7,900.00 100.00 114,400.00 ~595. 00 228,394.00 
100.00 76,9DO.OD !)00. ')Q 231,400.00 
120.00 70,920.00 154.00 224,014.00 445.00 651,605.00 
50.00 190,400.00 40D.OO 447,600.00 
100.00 219,800.00 125.00 436,975.10 
85.00 44,625.00 125.61 181,068.00 {549.29 695,127.00 
100.00 39,400.00 137.00 190,450.00 278.00 331,000.00 
125.00 130,750.00 150.')0 261,5JO.CO W.)O.OO 440,100.00 
100.00 92,400.00 i500. 00 263,550.QO 
173.00 80,321.00 173.61 350,140.00 379.55 630,168.00 
160;oo 26,720.00 160.00 185,980.00 450.00 745,050.00 
100.00 B4,200.00 150.00 198,500.00 ,~00.00 647,900.00 
200.00 528,800.00 :')50.00 625,105.00 
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l. 736 '905. 00 












This statement is believed to 
be closely approxime.ted. 
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TABLE OF BOUNTIES, OTHER THAi'J UNITED STA'l'ES BOUNTY, PAID DUHH!G T':!E CIVIL W.I'...R 
State and Calls of 1863 Call of Mar. 14, 1864 Call of July 18, 1864 
district no. 
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Total .......•••..•.•••. ~ .••••••••.•.•••••••.•••.•.••• $ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
<" <ii· ~ fi 5 '"'l ' LLO ~ 177.~3 d'( P'"",.. <;Z'C~ 25 <;!> 110.64 w :!:--:!: ',;:_, '±• .._ 'i!· '- { 0, ~· '-- v • --- ' 
118.30 309,600.00 579.65 642,480.00 
$ 106.20 $ 75,825.00 98.07 175,750.00 :sc-1..00 627,484.63 
25.00 725.00 :;::30.51 58,500.()0 
'739.11 572,905.00 
100.00 2'4,300.00 125.00 16,625.00 4DO.OO 456,000.00 
275.00 550.00 1 O"" 95 _,' ... <... l8Z,7:35.00 
Total ............................................................................. . 
•ll~lilllillllllliil: ill II' II lllilli!l'!l'!lill m ill •' ; ~ ,'I ~ "I li II . 1 
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604,168.00 
1,619.215.00 



















2,343,674 .. 00 
1,050,425.00 
1,272,287.00 
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The Legisla.ture of Michigan on !.hrch G, 1263, 
authorized the Quarter-Master-Department to pay a st&te 
bounty of ~[50 to voluntc('rs which \\·as continued until 
Noveml)er 2'J, 1eez.1 
Men onlistln:-_; from 11~1rch 6, 1!?63 to November 10, 
1863 (both datec inclcl.Siv0), in any lvlic11iZ,an regir:e11t) 
company, or battery, e:~cept ~rc lOth and 11th cavalry, 
entitled to :11;50 StJ,ts bo1.mt.y. lvlen re-enlisHng in their 
own regiments (aft!"r service of tvro years) 1 from Novem-
ber 11, 1863, to February 4, 1864 (both inclusive), e.re 
entitled to o. .St~ct8 bo:mty of ~~50. Men enlistin~ or re-
enlisting from Fe11r1.1ary [,, 1864 to May 14, 1864 \both · 
c1.o,tes inclusive), Ll uny r'lgiment, company, or battery, 
if applied on the 200,0()0 ca.ll, and properly credit.ed to 
the sub-district in w'nich they resided at the time of en-" 
listment, entitled to ::;·100 State bwnty, Men enlisting 
from February 1,, 1865 to Aprlll4, 1864 (both dates in-
clusive), properly credited. to the sub-district, entitled 
to 0150 State bounty. 
In accordance with these lawsl the Quarterma.ster-
Gsneral of the Sk.te paid in 1863, ·~134,250; 1864, 
$867,959; 1865, $3S3,Q76; 1866, $438,500; 1867, $11,700; 
1868, us,62.3; 1869, ~;f28,850; 1870, $26,400, up to and 
including the 31st of July; amounting to the o.ggr-egate 
of $1,909,408, leaving still a considerable amount un-
applied for.2 
A letter report which includes September, 1880, a.dds 
to the total a sum of :]i-18,450, ma1dng a total up to and in-
eluding SeptemlJ·C'r, 1820, of :i/1, 987,858 paid out by tbe State 
of Michigan in the form of bounties to the soldiers of the 
war. 3 
1 Charles Lunmo:n, The Bed Boo}: of ·Michigan, 168. 
2 Ibid., 195. Hobertson, lilicbi<:'an in the War, 120. 
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Call of Mar. 14, 1864 
A 











~Prf QQ ,:.._.. '- .. 
·rotal ................................ -............................... ·- ........ , ............. . 
'f/ISCONSIN 
1. 
0 ,, . 
0. 
4. 
<'. l''rt 5'Z5 44lf-)!-';i ,_1 I ) :__' • 
;->90 P45 QOJH~* ...__, -h•, - • , r.., '"'"2:·-., 6rT''!..!''!.'~ 
J..,_\...J)I~·,:)C, iJ""" 
"'"'3 ~!5rt "v·O·~H(-~} 1-'-' ,,~ I e 
$ 76,556.00 
33.9_,6k:9.23 
$ 217.54 @ 494,914.23 
321,726.00 
358,752.29 
Total ••••••••••••••••••••••••• -••••••••.•••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••• " 
* 1H!-
~HH!-
Call of February 1, 1864. 
Includes bounties paid in 1861, 1862, and 1863. 
Includes prior calls. 
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TABLE OF BOUNTIES. OTHEE_ ':I'fiii.lJ U~IT]"D_ ST.P.Tf;8_:fi01JN·rY._ PAID DURIIJG THE CIVIL YiAR 
State and 
district no. 
Call of' Lecember 19, 1864 
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1, 4,;E-C3, 149. QQJ 
* Includes all calls for the year 1864. · 
. 'I :'IIIITI : I~ Iii II i I II ' I .i I IIi! filii fi Iii/ 
Amount pa.iC. by tax ~nd :rri va.t.e 
subscription for all cc,lls. 
Amounts wl'icl: cannot be ste.ted 









TABLES OF BOUNTIES, QTHlo:R Tft.AN UNITED STATES BOUNTY, PAID DURING THE CIVIL YiAR 














Call of July 18, 1864 
A B 
~ ~oo ~0 
~ ~ •v~ 
300.00 
--~- -"""'=--~- '"" 












'" "7 1"'"6 "0 <W ~._..,,u.·,J 
218,635.00 
3,000.00 















·rotal ............................................................................ . 
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* Includes bounties paid in 1861, 1862, and 1263. 
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TABLEt> OF BOUNPE:S, OTJ:iEE Tf:.AN ONHED S'I'ldl';S BOOIJTY, ?AID ITfR'i!G Tf!T' CIVIL LI\R 
State and 
district no. 
Call of December 19, 1864 


















. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Tot~l ~ "' 01':1': 7,~ 10 u ••••••••••••••••••••••••• w ~, .._,._.,....,, ,_ . ._,o. v 
$ l04.4P 
~,19. 7g-* 













365. 032. (10 
Total .•..•..•.••••.•••••.••.•• $ 1,615,171.20 
$ 300.00 
275.00 
( l "~7 46" ro ~ ,v~ ' ~.~ 
963,002.00 
·Total ~ " "~" 4~' "0 .......................... ';t' ;:;:_., •..)\..J\.), _<..)--::!:. ·-' 
*Average cost per man in.bou.nty paid. 
I 'lii~HfiJIIWi/1. II :11···1!1 . I 11111111: fi 1111 . I 
Impossible to obtain further 
inforns.tion. 
I! 
'' I I 
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Calls of 1863 
A B 
Call of Mar. 14, 1864 
A B 
$ 138.93 $ 67,725.00 
100.00 18 l no. r.n , __ ..... . ........ 
Call of July 18, 1864 
A B 











Total . .................•.................• -....•................................... 
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Call of ~ar. 14, 1864 
A B 
d' 2"9 87* , .. , "4, ~~-<) 17 .J) """ • , ' '*' v o,6£-tv. 
Call of July 18, 1864 
A B 






















"~ Average cost, including calls of 1863 and February, 1864. 
~<* Average cost, including all calls of 1863 and 1864 
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The -Orer;cD C>tt:.:.tc Bounty Act v\•as passed and approved. 
on tho ~-~tb O.ay of October, 1864. It provided a bounty 
of ~:150 to every solc:_ic-r ''·ho 11 sball herEw.fter enlist for 
three years or durlnc the ·war, in anJ .. ret;iment •.• (etc.) .. 
now ore;anizcd or her::;;;;fter to be organised or r<dsed as 
pert of. tbe •:j_tlota of vc11J.!lt('ers of this State und.er tbe 
, 
lav:s of Con~:ress .•.••. n .. \. As far G.S the VT;riter r.as know-
ledge, t:his war.' the only bot;.ntr act pa.::~:>t)d b;r o.ny of the 
far western States. 
It has· not been possible to obtain infon2ation of 
any 811Prl'cinble amot.::.nt G.bout. the St~.tes not alreadJr con-
s.1J':ered. Al thoLlgb many iJrlmury and secondary sources 
were investigated from eEcb of t1<e State<:, it was impos-
sible to find sncl: n:atc:>:>ic:.l, Hov:ever, tbc preceding 
tables of bountie-s, othcor tbiw tbose po.ic. by the lhtl.one.l 




LOCAL BOUNTIP'E PAID DURH1G 'l'Fm CIVIL WAR 
The terr;, "local bounty" should. bP ciiscusseCI. at the 
very beginning of tl:d.s cha1,tor 1 so it will be possible 
to &rrive o.t somf' unders.tancHng of its mean.ing, in re-
gard to inducememts to influence the local me.n to enlist. 
A married man, if 11e enlist~, shoulc1 think of the well-
being of his family 1\'hile h<e is in the l'iervice, First 
of all the enlisted men expect.::: to come ba.ck to hls 
family. He asks hlm,<::el.f Y<"r o iz. to care for hi:; family 
ii'hlle he is in the service, Is the solc1.1er expected to 
provicle for and support his family while he i"· fighting 
to protect the fo.milies of all the iJt[•.te nnd Nat:Lon? If 
so, is tt:e :Jay l"'oceived b~r tt.e solclier sufficient to pro-
vic:e for all ttc Vi8.D.tS Cf J:d:S f£lmily? 'The CcDSV'er Coming 
to the soldier's r;;ind woulc1 of c0nrse be DP, 
Peb.stc:r 's diction.ary :.:::.'.:is tnat &. bounty is 11 a re-
ward; a· premium offered to induce men to enter ;ublic 
• 11 serv1ce .... If the bounty is tbought of in thls sense, 
then it consi:c:t.s of more than the money fJaic1. to the sol-
dier; it consists of all those influsnces of a financia.l 
nature offered to encoun,ge the enlistments of v.olunteer5. 
' 
TJnder the above definition, the bounty consists of aid to 




the family, pay to the wife, allowances for each child 
under a certain age, and for the care of other dependents. 
If all of the influences to encourage enlistments are 
mentioned, then the bounty must be considered in a broad-
er sense than that of a money bounty paid directly to the 
soldier. 
!'he policy or the town:> of Maine was a very selfish 
one. Their only purpose was to fill their own lj.uotas, re-
gardless of the other towns. This was not only· true of 
Maine, but the other States throughout the North. This 
caused the development of col!lpetitive local bounties, the 
offering of larger bounties by wealthy communities than 
by poorer. This resulted in drawing all of the available 
recruits to the towns paying the highest bounties, which 
left the poorer towns stranded as far as their quotas were 
concerned. It also deprived the government of the avail-
able men in the wealthier towns. 
The Adjutant-General of Maine in his report of 
1863 presented a good idea of the policy of the State in 
its dealing with the local bounty situation, and the idea 
advanced above in regard to the financial i~ducements to 
encourage the enlistment of men in the services of the 
United States Government. I.t is g_uoted in part as follows: 
.-.-
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, Whereas, the various cities, towns, and plantations 
in this State have been twice required during the past 
year to furnish .several quotas of soldiers in answer to 
two calls of the President for three hundred each, and 
in order to obtain the men with the requisite promptness, 
with a proper appreciation of the great urgency and press-
ing necessity of the case, hav:tng found it just, humane 
and necessary to offer bounties and hold forth pecuniary 
inducements for the purpose of relieving in some measure 
the hardsbips and sacrifices incident to a sudden separa-
tion from their families~,; dependents and friends' a.nd to 
unavoidable interruption of business; therefore, b~ it 
enacted by the Senate and the House of R.eprese,.,tatives 
in Legislature assembled, as follows: 
Section I. Tb;:tt the doings of all the cities, 
tovms, and plantations in offering and in paying all such 
bounties and presenting pecuniary inducements, whether 
as respect volunteers or draftee:'! men, and including all 
aid furnished to their families and dependents, all 
notes, drafts, orders, or contract:: whatsoever mn.de by 
cities, towns, and plantations, or their municipal offi-
cers, or by any person or persons acting in persuance of 
a previous vote of said cities through their proper and 
usual boards of aldermen and council. towns or plantations, 
all taxes assessed or hereaftE:r assessed to raise money 
for any of the purposes mentioned in this act, or to 
meet pecuniary liability arising out of any of the afore-
said doings, are hereby made valid in as full and ample 
manner as though all the pre<;eedings hD.d been previously 
authorized by law. 
Section,II. In all' cases where any municipal offi-
cers or other persons having ci.dvanced money or a.ssumed 
any liability for any of the aforesaid purposes without 
any previous vote of tbe city, town, or plantation, for 
the raising of whose quota it had been done, such cities, 
tovms, or plantations are hereby authorized. to assume 
and pay the same and fully indemnity said officers and 
other persons. 
Section III. This act shall take effect when approved, 
Approved February 21, 1863.1 
Tbis act legalized the payment of all money expended 
br to be expended for bounties or pecuniary.aid of any 
1 Adjutant-General's Report. Maine. 1863, Appendix A, 1. 
ldnd. However, later in the year the policy of the 
.• State changed s.omcwha t in dealing with all sorts of 
bounties. The Goverr .. or expressed a v:ish on the 31st of 
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Octob<"r, that all local bounties should be uniform through-
out the State, and tbat they should not exceed ~:c:oo ,,er man. 
In a report of the Acljutant--Gener<?l, elEcted recernb<er 9, 1863, 
the Goven1or v:as more emphatio in his statement, This time 
it was no wish; it v·o.s ec demand. He said :Ln part: 
That no city, town, or Jillante.tion offering or il$y:Lng, 
directly or inclire ctly, a b0unty of nore to)1on two hunrlrecl. 
dollErs to volunteers under the present co,ll, sb.e.ll be 
crP-di ted with a recr·,;,i t hered'ter enlist0c, or if hereto-
fore enlisted, ncr.• remaining unassigm:d, whose residence 
is other th2.n tLe place of his quotl:l, unless the y_uota 
of the city, town c•r plantation in which said recruit re-
sides, shall hwe been previously filled, 
All officers and persons recruiting throughout the 
State under the present call, whether for commif.sion, or 
for premiums am", compensations, will have their authority 
revoked, and forfeit all claims for promotion, and all 
premiums and compensations for enlisting, who do not, on 
or before the 12th instant, return to this office a list 
of all names of all men.· enlis.ted by them under the pre-
sent call up to that time, who are yet Lot rendezvoused, 
wlth the place of the recruit 1 s residence, the da":<'· of 
their enlistment, the quota to which they are assigned, 
and the amount, of ~ounty pal? each, by the
1 
proper authori-
ties of the plc.ce v,hose quotcc they filled, 
This order of the Governor vms designed to prohibit 
the weal thy towns and cities from offering larger bounties 
than the poorer tovms and cities could afford to pay, thus 
influencing the men from the poor cities and. toi'ms to 
1 Adjutant-General's Report. Maine. 1863, Appendix A,.l. 
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leave their own places of residence to enlist and to 
fill the quotas of the rich cities and towns; and as 
each town and city must fill its own quota, this draw-
ing away of men from the poorer communities to f:tll the 
quotas of other communities made each succeeding call 
for volunteers that much harder to fill. These wealth-
ier communities paid no heed to the wish of the Gover-
nor in asking t~'t the bounti&s be uniform at $200; for 
"they bave varied from that sum to $500, while some 
towns and plantations bave offered no bounties whatever".l 
The Governor, in order to see that his orqer was 
carried out, made it mandatory that each recruit enter 
into, and sign an agreement with the town or city whose 
quota he helped to fill, The form follows; 
__________ , December __ , 1863, 
We, the undersigned, do contract and agree with the 
town of , in consiceration of a sum of _ dolla.rs 
to be paid each of us a.fter muster into United States ser-
vice by said town of , and we will be mustered into 
the United States service as a part of the q_uota apportioned 
to said town under the President's last call for volunteers. 
Signatures Vlitness Recruits for which Regiments, 
We hereby agree to and ratify the above contract. 
Selectmen of --------------· 
Or, 2 
______ , agent duly authorized by municipal authorities. · 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, IV, 33. 




The original agreement was sent to the Adjutant-General':; 
office by the town authorities. A certified copy was 
sent to the Provost-Marshal of the district where the 
enlistment took place, if the recruit went into an old 
regiment; while if he went into a new organization, it 
was sent to the colonel of the regiment whi~h the re~ 
cruit entered, at Augusta, 
Another part of ll.eneral Ordra;, no~ 231. !rom the 
Adjutant-General's Office of Maine is well worth quoting. 
It follows: 
. . Inasmuch as the recruiting for these localities 
which have reg£\rded the. wis.h of the Commander-in-Chief 
in respect to the bounties bas .been prejudiced by the 
actions of such as have voted more than $200 bounty,, 
all proper influence will be exerted in the needed 
direction for aiding the former to avoid liability to 
draft, and every facility possible.w:l.ll be afforded to 
enable them to fill .their quotas within the allotted 
period. 
There is good reason to believe that. suitable men 
for soldiers in sufficient numbers will be offered for 
e.nlistment for $200 town bounty in ample season to be . 
mustered into service within the time prescribed. 
It should be the ambition at this time that every 
volunteer whose place of residence has voted $200 boun-
ty, to serve upon its quota and none other. The connec.;. 
tion of his name in history, with another town than that 
of his residence, will render his identity a matter.of 
doubt, and deprive him and.his posterity, as well as the 
place of his citizenship, of that fame and. credit on ac-
count of his patriotic services, which will be their 
just due. 
Although State aid is to be furnished the needy 
family and relatives of a soldier in service, in the 
place of residence of the former, regardless of the quo-
ta upon which he is serving, it is q,ui te apparent that 
the municipal authorities whose duty it is to administer 


















such additions to their charge as pertain to t.he soldiers 
not serving upon their quotas, While there can be no 
doubt that the families and relatives of their. own ci-
tizen soldiers as are serving for them will be prompty 
and cheerfully cared for in all respects. 
Those cities and towns who ~Bve voted bounties ex-
ceeding $200 to each enlisted man of their quota, will 
adopt such precautionary measures for guarding against 
a second enlistment of their men, and against enlisting 
those for their quota v1bo have already contracted and 
enlisted for other places, as they may deem advisable • 
. This risk and labor will be very much lessened by re-
ducing their bounty to $200 1 and confining their enlist-
ment to their own citizens, and such towns as ao not 
pay $200 bounty; and they will also have the benefit, 
upon due application to this office, of all lists of 
persons held upon other quotas of which contracts ar§l 
returned in accordance to the foregoing requirements,1 
From the foregoing quotation, it is evident that the 
State of Maine did everything in its power to discour-
age the rich towns and cities from paying large boun-
ties to encourage enlistments, It is also true that 
Maine encouraged the communities of the State to pay a 
bounty of $200, If the town was too poor to pay the 
bounty, then State assistance was rendered to the town, 
Although restrictions were placed upon communi-
ties, it is evident that they disregarded these restric-
tions. A letter from the Adjutant-General's Office of 
Maine, dated January 16, 1864, states tr~t recruits 
"are at this time readily obtained for town bounties of 
from $200 to $300, and the prospects are that a large 







portion of those places paying no bounty.until recent-
ly will now be enabled to fill their quotas, for the 
above reason, and if a few hundred men should be lack-
ing to make up the entire quota of the State .... the 
Legislature •••• will obtain the men by paying both the 
town and State bounties from the treasury of Maine".l. 
The poor town of Stoneham paid each of its seven :recruits 
t.o fill its quota. $300 each; and thirty-three other men. 
from this tovm enlisted elsewhere, each receiving $300, 2 
In dealing with.the bounty system of the State of 
New Hampshire, it was stated that the Legislature passed 
an act authorizing the towns' and cities to pay a bounty 
·to the volunteers enlisting to fill the quotas of the 
said towns or cities. This act was passed on July 9, 
1862, Another act was passed by the Legislature on 
July 16, 1864. Section 4 of this act reads as follows: 
Any city by the vote of its city council, or any 
town or place may. at any legal meeting thereof duly 
notified and holden for that purpose, upon or in anti-
cipation of any call of the United States Government 
for troops during the present war, raise money and ap-
propriate the same as bounty to each soldier, except 
those enlisted. in or from insurgent States, who shall 
be mustered into the service of the United States or 
shall be mustered into said service since the last 
call, and prior to the passage of this act, to fill the 
quota of such city, town, or place, whether such soldier 
shall have voluntarily enlisted or volunteered as a 
l Adjutant-General' s-·Report, Maine, 1863, General Order 
no. 23. 
2 Ibid. 
substitute for a drafted or enrolled man, such bounty 
in no case to exceed in addition to the State bounty 
the sum of one hundred dollars for each one Year's 
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man, two hundred dollars for each two years' man, and 
three hundred dollars for each three years' man, and in 
the same proportion for any other term of service, and 
that such city, town,or·place may make such distinction 
in the bounties to be paid between volunteers and sub-
stitutes of drafted or enrolled men as it may deem ex-
pedient; and that any city, town, or place in the same 
manner may raise money and appropriate the same as boun-
ty to each man dr~;~.fted for one year therefrom who sooll 
be mustered into the service of the United Sta"es as 
part of the quota of such ci ty 1 town, or place, in acidi-
tion to State bounty, a sum not exceeding two huno.red 
dollars. · 
Section VI, No city, town, place, or agent shall 
pay or offer to any drafted man, volunteer, or substi-
tute, any greater sum than that in this act authorized 
under a penalty not less than-one hundred dollars nor 
more than five hundred dollars for each offense, which 
may be recovered
1
by indictment, one-half to the use of 
the prosecutor, 
Section VI would lead one to believe that some of the 
cities and towns in the State paid bounties in excess 
of that allowed by State laws, Governor Gilmore in an 
argumentative despatch to the Secretary of War against 
the drafting of men from towns who had furnished some 
volunteers, said: 
For instance, suppose two towns in the State where 
the enrollment is just. 200 in each; from one of these 
towns fifty men are already in the field as volunteers, 
while from the other not a single man has volunteered. 
The result is that in the latter town its whole 200 en-
rolled men are at home while in the former there are but 
150. If now a draft is ma.de from those towns. in propor-
tion .to the enrolled men remaining at home, say of one-
tenth, the town that has already fifty soldiers for the 
war will be called upon for fifteen, while twenty will 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, IV, 536-537. 





be demanded from the other, so that after the draft is 
completed, one tovm will have furnished sixty-five men 
at an expense of $15,000 or $20,000 in bounties, while 
the other will have furnished but twenty men without a 
dollar's expense for bounties.l 
If the Governor was not exaggerating about the truth of 
the bounties paid by the average city, town, or place 
in the State, we have a righ·t to assume the avot.rage to 
be at least $200. 
A few days after the above act, namely July 21, 
1864, the Governor sent out an appeal to the pa.triot;l.c 
citizens of the State to rally to the support of the 
army, urging the authorities of the communities of the 
State to offer "the highest bounty authorized by section 
4 of the above act, thus making the aggregate 
of our 
town and State bounties $200 for one year's service, 
$400 for two, and $600 for three, in addition to the 
bounties offered by the General Government 11 .2 Again, 
·on October 13, 1864, tLe Governor sent out another ap-
peal to give the volunteers a local bounty similar to 
that given by the State, which was $100 for each year 
of service enlisted. 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, III, 806. 











The intention of the writer of this Thesis is to 
give in some detail the activities of one of the States, 
concerning both local and State bounties. Massachusetts 
has been selected for study of its local bounty system. 
The county of Barnstable will be considered first. 
In this county three towns, Barnstable, Provincetown, 
and Sandwich, gave local bounties during May, 1861, 
The bounties were, respect! vely:, $40, ~i20, and *F20, 
Provincetown gave $10 per month to each single man, 
and men with wives only; while $15 per month was paid 
to each married man with a family. Yarmouth gave $2l!i 
per month to its recruits, "and five dollars addition-
al to his wife, if he has one, and three dollars addi-
tional to each child under fifteen years of age 11 ,1 
Sandwich paid as follows: lfA man that leaves. a wife 
shall receive two dollars a week; 'a wife and child 
three dollars a week; and fifty cents a weel< for each 
additional child under fourteen years of agen,2 Barn-
stable and Brewster were to see that the families of the 
volunteers were provided for. These arrangements were 
made in 1861. 
1 w. Schouler, Hist. of Massachusetts in the Civil War, 
II, 56. 




All towns in. the county paid local bounties of 
from $50 to $250 to each of the three years' volunteers. 
All towns with the exception of Wandwich and Wellfeet 
paid local bounties of from ~~50, if the volunteer had 
no family to $250 to each of their volunteers for nine 
months. Besides thesG bounties, five communities, 
Chatham, Orleans, Provincetown, Truro, and Wel 1 feet 
paid weekly or monthly al1owances to the l'smilies of 
the volunteers. In 1864 most of the towns paid a lo-
cal bounty of $125, This was in accordance with a 
State law prohibiting the paying of a local bounty of 
more than that amount. Barnstable and Orleans paid 
the same bounty in 1865,1 
Twelve out of eighteen communities in Bristol 
County paid local bounties in 1861. These were all $15 
bounties with the exception of one $25 bounty. Eleven 
out of the eighteen towns paid. the volunteers a weekly 
or monthly pay of three dollars per week to $20 per 
month. Some of the towns, Berkley, for instance, paid 
$26 per month, including Government pay, Other towns 
paid different amounts with or without Government pay. 
There were two towns that gave allowances to families; 








Fall River paid $20 per month,l 
All eighteen communities paid bounties in 1862, 
Dartmouth voted on July 21, 1862 to pay a bounty, but 
set no limit; $100 was the lowest named amount, while 
Seekonk on August 141 voted to give $400 to each re-
cruit. These bounties were for volunteers for three 
years. Only four towns failed ·to pay e, bounty to the 
nine months' volunteers. These bounti<0111 were in ~!!.mounts 
from $100 to $200 per volunteer. Two towns paid a boun-
ty to the drafted men. Seekonk, one of the two, gave a 
bounty of $300, A very interesting thing about this 
bounty was the fact that the money came from the school 
funds. 2 
There were thirty-one communities in Berkshire 
County, No local bounties were paid in 18611 while on-
ly five gave bounties for the support of the soldier's 
family. All but three paid a bounty in 1862, ranging 
from $75 to $200 to the three years' volunteers. Twen-
ty-one paid bounties to the nine months' volunteers, 
ranging in amount fror;, $75 to $300. Eight gave bounties 
in 1883, while one of the eight voted to pay back the 
$300 commutation money to the drafted men. All but four 
1 w. Schouler, Hist. of Mass.._;j,JL.:!Jl.? Civil War, II, ch. 4. 
2 Ibid, II, ch. 4, 152. 
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paid bounties in 1864. Alford paid nine men $300 com-
mutation money, two volunteers $550, and one ~;500. 
Otis paid the sa,me bounty, $125, to colored volunteers. 
Two tovms paid bounties in 1865.1 
No bounties were paid in Dukes County in 1861. Two 
communities, Chilmark and Tisbury, paid bounties in 1862; 
the first of $600 and the second voted to give $500 if 
necessary for three years' volunteers. Chilmark gave a 
$300 bounty to :tt s nine months 1 volunteers. Gosnold gave 
a $125 bounty in 1865 to complete the sy:,;tem in the coun-
ty.2 
Some thirty-four communit'ies in Essex County were 
mentioned and all but one gave some kind of a·bounty dur-
ing the war. Five paid bounties in 1861, $20 being the 
largest amount paid. Eight paid their volunteers each 
month, the largest amount being $20 per month. One gave 
support to the families to the amount of $6 per month. 
Two communities failed to give bounties to their three 
years' volunteers, and four to the nine months 1 volunteers. 
The amounts paid to the three years' volunteers in Essex 
County were from $50 to $300 per man, while that paid to 
the nine months' volunteers were from $100 to $250 for 
1 w. Schouler, Hist. of Mass. in the Civil War, II, ch. 3. 
2 Ibid., ch. 5. 
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each recruit. Almost all of the bounties pa.id later 




The city of Boston paid no bounties in 1861. On 
July 14, 1862, it voted to pE,y a bounty to three years' 
volunteers of :;$100 each, and on September s, it voted 
to pay the .same bounty for each hine months' volunteer. 
Two weeks later Boston voted to pay no more bounties. 
On July 27, lf'63, $500,000 Wall voted to pa.y co=utation 
money for drafted men, or for those who tlma,y be O.rG.fted" ,2 
It may, hovrever, be wise to give a few more con-
crete examples than those already given. Bellingham, on 
July 19, 1862, voted a ~1:100 bounty to each recruit to 
fill the town's quota of seventeen volunteers, who would 
enlist within twenty days, and $10 extra for those re-
cruits who would enlist within ten days, The to;m then 
also voted, on August 14, "to pay a bounty of $200 to 
each volunteer enlisting to the credit of the town in the 
nine months' service, and to pay a bounty of $700 to each 
of those volunteers who enlist to complete the quota of 
the town of three years 1 men. The treasurer wa.s author-
d . ey" 3 ize to borrow tte mon • 
As a special town meeting was held by Seekonk on 
1 W. Schouler, Hist. of Mass. in the Civil War, II, ch. 6. 
2 Ibid., II, 582-590. 





the ~2nd of July, it was voted to raise by taxation the 
money to pay a l"lounty of ~'125 to each recrnit a.fter he 
bad b--en sworn in 12nd acce)t!?d, "Anoth"r meeting wr;_s 
held August 14, at v:hich the town vntrd to ;:cay s. bounty 
of $400 to each voluntcr:;r wbo v:ould enlist for tl"Jree 
years." 1 The town r,lso voted to give "e. grc,.tui ty of 
~~300 to each man ·who ma~l be dro.fted, .::ccepted; and ac-
cr0ditcd to the Ciuota of tr.e town, tb.e m':lney for the pay-
ment of which vtas to be tal,-cn from the school fund. n2 
On the 28th, anoth0r m0eting v.'61.S held and a bounty of 
$800 was voted to the nine rr.rnths' volunteers. There, 
too, the meney 1%\S to be tctl:rn from tl"e school fund, 
In 1"'63 a tovm msetj.ng 1·ms cc:lled for, and held on the 
lst day of August. St?te aid vro.s gra.nted to the faml-
lil's 0f dr:3fted wen, .?.':'ld 0n the lOth of teceraber "the 
tovm voted t<J ceo~- 0. bounty of i:005 to O/',Ch volunteer, 
'providing tbe Stc.te vrill refc.md the same"',3 Hov•evcT 1 
the State lo.w E'rohibited the ~1aying of loc:' ... l bounties of 
!~or"' t'1~~ ~1~"' :,ncl therefore ".'~O:clc'l not refund the boun-u . '-"' !.!.U..:.-~ \I' Nv' ..... 
ty. It "iC:.S not paid, 
North Brookfield on April 5, 1664, voted to give 
es.ch volunteer who enli.sted for three years a bounty of 
1 W. Schouler, Hist. of ],lass. in the C,Lvil 1·Yill'., II, 152. 
2 Ibid., II, 152. 






but on June 86th, voted to give tba.t bounty to 
the one year t;:w.n, 2. bounty of $?2!5 to a mt'm enlisting 
for two years, <:end a $3?5 bounty to the recruits enlist-
ing for tbrse years .J. 
One other case wHl suffice to give a good idea 
of what was dt:me by the local communities. The town of 
Nahant voted in lvlc,rch, 186:' 1 to Gpproprio.te three hundred 
dollars fe>r the su;Jport of t1'1e fo.mlH8s of the soldlers; 
to pay a bounty of ~800 to .,.,ch recruit, when he hnJ. been 
mustered into the service .~nt'l credited to the ;,uota of 
the town. 11 Jobn. E. Lodge w·1d FrPderick ·rudor 2.dded to 
the town bounty o.f or::ch volunteer the sum of $P5; JoUJes 
W, Page e.dcled ~85 to the first four recruHs, and Nath0n-
iel V:alker ~25 to roch of the other three, S('ven wEJs 
the numlwr to be Ndsed". 2 The town also voted to raise 
~1,400 for rc-cruiting purposes. In August of the same 
year, it voted to glvc- 8 bounty of ~p200 to es.ch of the 
.,. 
volunteers who would enli.st for nine months 1 service. 0 
The bounties from the above town shovr that not on-
ly did the bwn give s bounty, but the private citizens 
of the town oc'c:.ecl to the town Is 'bounty in the way of 
1 w. Schouler, I-:list. of Mass. in the Civil War, II, 659. 
2 Ibid., II, 2?2-r23~ 
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Amount paid 'by 
Towns D.S Wn.gr.;~:; 
~- 1 por day 
~ II vvee1:c D 
2El tovm G.nd. gov 't. 
IJ,:lY 
r; 
~ per month 
R 0-1 II 
,, 
7 II II 
8 II If 
9 II II 
10 II !1 
10 !I " single men. 
18 per rwnth 
13 " 11 15 !1 11 
18 11 II 
20 11 II 
n 11 11 
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Th0 follo1·iing bou'lties v:cre p ~. :i. Cl in 1862: 
No. of Am 1 t. yd. No. of Am 1t. pd. Towns 3 yrn. val. Towns 3 yrs. vol. 
1 $ 50 2 ~) 185 
5 75 40 200 
140 100 3 ')C)~ lv!-....·t...' 
4 110 4 250 
'?9 1::'6 4 300 
1 1::15 l 325 
]_ 1<10 l 400 
43 150 ' ~"" .L ;.;vv
l 160 1 GOO 
l 175 J. 700 
The following bounties were paid to the nine months' 
volunteers in 1862. 
No, of Am 1t, pd, No, of Am 1t. pd. 
Towns ·Towns 
2 $ 50 1 ~~ 160 
1 75 50 200 
140 100 5 250 
16 125 2 300 
43 150 
Some tovms ro.ised .the a1nount paid as bounties two 
or tbree times; however, only the largest amount paid by 
these towns has been included. Many towns and plantations 
failed to report, so the above tables are not complete, 
but they will serve as a basis in forming an opinion of 
the local bounty system in Massachusetts, 
The above few counties, the city of Boston, and the 
three tables will give the reader an idea what the local 






dates show that the tovms .acted independently of each 
other in offering bounties, but they also show the 
unanimity of opinion of the people at that time in of-
fering some kind of a just appreciation to those who 
were willing to offer their lives, if necessory, for the 
preservation of the tlnion, There is no reason to go on 
and make a complete survey of all the cvunt.i~s of the 
State, for the others are similar to those o.lready sur-
veyed; however the subsequent tables of the communities 
of the State by counties wiJ,l give a complete account of 
the bounties paid by each community during the war, 
During th<;> first t\nro years of the war, the towns 
and c:lties of the State of Indiana hs_d very little diff:l-
culty in obtaining their quotas; therefore very few lo-
cal bounties were offered, :md those that were given were 
not for the purpose of stimulating enlistments. T.he main 
purpose during the first two years was to benefit the 
families of the soldiers who h;_d gone to the battle fields. 
The. bounty was regs.rdec1 as a "duty offering" from the peo-
ple who had remained at home, "to their neighbors who 
sacrificed peaceful pursuits and pecuniary interests in 
obedience to the call of their country, rather than a 
necessary means of filling the army11 .1 





Up until 1863 Indirrna bad furnished rncmy volunteers 
beyond its quotas on oll calls; therefore with the large 
quotas to fill in 1263, me.ny communities found it neces-
sari to offer some form of relief. "Many of the treasur-
ies of the counties, cities, and towns were empty, or 
bad funds sufficient only for ordinary expenditures and 
the mean.s: of p8.7fi:':lg bounties could therefore OY1~Y be ob-
tained by loc>.ns,nl No law required th~ recruit to be 
credited to the locctlity in which he held residence. 
Therefore as soon o.s the local bounty system was fairly 
inaugurated, an active competition commenced between the 
different communities. "The offer of large bounties in 
some districts induced the enrolled man in the districts 
which were unable to offer corresponding inducements, to 
enlist on the quota of his more wealthy competitors, wbo 
. could thus escape tte draft, While districts that had, 
in this manner, been stripped of their able bodies men, 
to such an extent perhaps that not more tba::t enough were 
<) 
left to care for the fr,rLlS and carry on the business. 11 "' 
Then, too, not being eblc·, to fill their quotas, they 
rmulcl have to submit to a further exhaustion from the 
draft, making the next call still more difficult.· 
1 H. H. Terrell, AdJutant Gene;ral 1s_Report of If!§iana, I, 
64. 




The peculiar hardshi~' and injustice resulting from 
such competition v.'ill be apparent 1vhen it is remembered 
that quotas were not based upon enrollment. If one tvron-
ship secured to its credit the enrolled men of another 
township, the latter was deiJrived of means of filling 
its quota, while the Government was defrauded. of the men 
callc·d for from tbe former to the extent that it hr:d 
drawn upon the legitin:"'te resources cf other districts. 
Th'C' people of trJe locnli ties vrhero the lo.rgest 
bounties were paid regarded their munificent expenditure 
of money as a highly corrunenr;!oble exhibition. of pa trioti.sro. 
Some of i t.s pre.ctici3.1 €·ffects were, hoW<;J'Irer, dirGctly re-
verse of.what a pettriot would. l::'&ve desired. It ,:relieved 
many of its own men from the perfotmance of their just 
share of their milj,tary duty, and creat<'ld deficits in 
the quotas of less fortunnta localities. l 
As far G.s the amount paid by local author.•i ties o s 
bounties is concerrwd, an ideu can best be obtained by 
quoting the Adjutant General'<- Report of c1Hfe:rent 
townships and counties in which bounties v:ere secured 
for soldiers who, tr.rougb some reason or nnother bad 
not receivsd thGir local bounties. Of course, .this re-
port does not cover all' of the tovmships or all of the 
counties of Indiana,,,.In fact, only seven counties arc 
listed, but they are enough to form an ic'·ea of the local 
bounty system. 
The aggregate amount exlJended for local bounties 
in this Ste.te during the war reached the enormous sum of 
$15,492,876.04, varying in the several counties from 
$2,719.63, the smc.llest paid by Str2.ke, to ~:1,377 ,199,14.; 
the largest paid by Marion. 2 
1 H. H. Terrell, Adjutant General's Hep 't. of Incl.., I, 66. 
2 Ibid., I, 65. 
.. --
LOCALITIES ASSIGNED TO NCUBER COUP A!-~~ PEG.I:ME.Nr £4..._: '"T .. or· 'I'01"AL 
ASSIGNED BOUNTY 
Orange ·rownsrip, Rush County 10 5th Battery -------- $ 500 .. "' 2 ----------- 59th 500 6,000 
Clinton " , Decatur It 3 3rd " 500 1,5CO --------1! 
Salt Creek " , " II 6 II 
, -------- 400 
2 It " 59th 400 3,:'00 
Fairview " , Fayette " 13 E fE:th 400 2 A 30th 400 6,000 
Jc..c~"Cscn " , .·Shelby " 22 E [5th 400 A 30th .-: <"' ...... 8,800 --:c'YV' 
Liberty " " 1! 18 A z.c~tn 400 , 4 B 30th 480 2, e:·o 
Indianapolis tt , Marion " 52 B,F,G,I,K roth 4C>O 57 B,C,:C,E,F,G,I 3Gth 400 43,600 
Center " , " " 7 I 30th S:QO 21 D 
12 ----------- 50th 4CO 
6 ;:;rd Battery 400 18,400 
TOTAL ...........•...• 237 $ 96,300.1 
1 E. E. Terrell, Ad.iutant General's Repo-rt of Indiana, Statistics anu Documents, I, 154. 
I ·111111 illlilllllillii :II . I II ·•1 IFll!ll:'il'illll ! I 
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The following table gl vcs the umomJ.t puid in bounties 





















• ~ f • • • • • • 
~: 80,111.00 
••••• fl ••• 
29,931?.63 
5~ 1 2D0,00 
••••••••• 
-'18[' 750.00 




• • • • • • • • • 
76 1 800,CO 
9C,5f'G,O~-
• • • • • • • • • 















Gf'-, 7SO, 00 . ....... . 
. ........ . 
4S8,195.':'7 . ........ . 
lG~,2<lG.·JO 
65,0E·5. 89 
. . . . . . . . . 
lf.,' 931.10 
COUNTIES, TOFitJS AMOUNT PAID 
Effingham County$ 27,650,00 
























Towns, etc •. 
• •••••••• 
9 "'6P "Q 1'·· '-•. 0 
. . " ...... . 
124,4-~6.6e 
28 1 0f'O,E4 
•••••• * •• 
,... r"l'r:; '"'0 0' ~:.··;.,;,. .. · .... 
ll2,17'5.00 

















·La Salle County 
































<160' 29f·. 00 
16,1;:;0.00 






c~·:, -{::47. oo 
• • • • • • • • • 
r:;e> '7rh r.:o '-''-'1 ~-·r.:..i.Je ,) 
lOro, ~71. 60 
48, Bl<l-, 93 
·188, 91:'6. 37 . .. ~ ' ..... 
. . . . . . . . . . 
153,·~27.10 
114,352 .• 60 
• • • • • • • • • • 
. . . . . . . . . . 
4:':,61~.20 
• • • • • • • • • 
~-, 1r;:;. -:::;o 





P :L '·:e Count;," 
Tov.rns, etc. 
Put.Do<.tn Coo1nty 
r ovtns, ?tc. 
Fia ndol:cb County 





~?.2G, 84f'. 30 
. ........ . 
95,, Z~5. 00 
1,!':'00.00 
lP-8, -~ 7 8.12 . ......... . 
............ 
e,r-ls.oo 
..... ' .... 









Tow:ns, l?t c. 
Gt2.I'k County 
Tov~~ns, etc. 
Pt Cloi" l ~-.; • ·-,=- r voun. y 
I'owns, etce 




. . . . . . . . . 
24,655.70 
••••••••• 
'OP ~"0·7"' .~ '--'' '-::1 0 • e.: 
152,056.00 
88,2·04,00 
Stephenson County 334 1 100.00 























$486' 7,1z:. 00 




co:m:ru[, T:mm: JJ::OUNT PAID 
Viir:.nsbHgo County .~037 ,120. 00 




• • • • • • • • • 
GR11ND TOTAIJ • • , ••••••••• tl3, 711,389. !56 
T-he follov,ring countic s did not reTort any expG"ndj_ tures 
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J oDe.-,• iss " 
Johnson " Marion ,, 












V.hite " Williamson II 
The Legislature of Michigan at the same time passed 
the State bounty act of $50, on March 6, 18631 also :.·utbor-
ized or rather legalized the action of the communities, in-
eluding "townships, cities, and counties in raising boun-
ties for volunteers".l On February 4, 1864, the townships 
of the State were empowered to pay n bounty of $100, "which 
was paid until recruiting ceased in the Ste.te". 2 Evidently 
1 Charles Lanman, The Red Book of Michigan, 168. 







on tlle. following day, Februc.:r/ 5, 1864, c.notLer act 
must bave been passed, for ~G re&d: 




empowered by the Legisl~ture to raise money by 
for the ;urpo2e of paying bounties to volunteers, 
c""c"er'J.'r'" "".•:::-o '"'" .~,c,.., ,,. lr"1i ,r 1. ·~..: ... '"' .__. ... 1::1 •u>Vv l,..>r €<.:-. -··- k,.O -.. -E. • 
"The amount peoiC. by 8E1ch county, respectively, 
during the war for bounty to voluntr:;ors prlor to r,ecem-
ber 19, 1863, and liabilities; also, liabilities in-
currE·d under tl:e 113.1'1 of 186,1 1 ;;tn<J also liabiliti~'s for 





























1 N'O no , ~:. \.J • ., 
1"'" ~no "0 t • .JO J (±v • \..1 
7G,859.9l 
11,400.00 




••••••• t • 
4,52~1.00 
E, 2"-~6. JO 
::"·Z 1 281.85 
5~·0 .oo 
115,820.12 
1' 8·00. r:>o 
35D.OO 
55,919.00 


































n, 863. P.7 
8 Q "8" "0 v, '- .~ . .:.. 
~-ZO.GO 
26,458.65 




3, 662. E\0 




1 Charles Lanman, T1'c P<?Cl Eool;_of Michigan, 170. 
2 Ibid., 195-196, 
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COUNTY AMOUNT COUNTY AMOUNT 
~lewaygo 
q~ 1"- 7"'7 7r C.:.; .. n.i.ltlC dl· "15 "'00 00 '#' '--'1 ,:::,., • ~ ~p '-· '.... . 
Ot tm:'a 1Dl,Z50.JO Ccboolcro.ft • • • •••••• 
Oakland ~37, E:2·3. 00 'Tuccol2. 600,00 
Oceana 6,0G4.00 Van Buren 11.1 ,675.~~9 
St. Cldr ~o "'~ 11 r""o '-' ,L· -.It'-' ?.rtJ.;;'!'ne ~G9,,j22,28 
St. Jo;:;eph 21,7,00.00 VJaz.htena·"N •••••••••• 
£aginaw 49,572.00 
Shia?;assce 4,000.00 
Tot'al ••••••• t ••• 4 ••••• ' ••• I •••••• " ~- n,Olf),5C\':?.,09 
Aslc5e from th,c. utovc 2.4:o1.mt raid by the counties 
of t~1e Ztate as bocw't.ies, tte n:;r.llr:r :'olit.ical oiv1.-
countirc,;:;, c1i( their p::rt. They h:.cl the. following lia-
bili tios :J.Slrle from t~·:::: u.lr:i ;;:t vcn t:·Je far;.ilisz. V:!ht.tt 
part of these liabilities were fpr bpimtoes was not 


















Li 1::!'70 /"'10 :t 1 Ot.'W • ·.,,. 
<:'~-7 ,:11'; 0.7 ,." . ._., ' .... -' ... 
~-30.,.02-G. 65 
180, GG. JO 
61,:?67.00 
::::!5·1, ,·~:::~ .• :::r 
p,5, 936.00 



















lE·O, 4E8 • 7!5 
20,F-~7.JO 
1?.~' 990. fl4 
f_:2f'' ~:4. 9. }21 
09,15?.71 
17, fz.o. ·:--o 
18'?,82<3.00 
'?03,925.00 
5' 77~). 00 
4,900.00 
439,325.10 
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1~, oos,. ·Jo 
l·~J?' ~?("co 






67, 6i'ol, 8G 
11E', G:C7. 90 
GSO, ;:,,: .. ~ .. ee 
458, S-·3?. C.4· 
Total .••.•••.•...•.•.••.•.... , .....•. ,8,157,74f,70 
Tho above tv?o tr,blss of amount:: spec1t by the coun-
ties, and by the sub-clivlslons \"ithin tho countiss, do 
not include the &J;,ount spent by these politicc•.l divisions 
for aid to t JoE; faL"ili0s of t h<" s:old.ier s. The total amount 
s,DP.J1t _for tlJl" s ournoss C:urin~ the vrar v;;as ~~ r:::.91 "'4.0 Jr. ~ ... ... , G •..-·u,._- ,,. __ -_;__~, .,::::., 
Wayne Count~' p.'liC:. ths largest amount for the.t purpose, e 
tot~l of 8~~P 0Qn ,0 1 ....... 'u •- ·---- J ,_. v • \.... . • 
·The Gov':rnor, \'"', M • .:iton9, of the Ct01te of Iowa in 
a procls,mation to ttc people of his State on. February 5, 
1864, leac1.s one to belic."v-c that few if an~' of tJce local 
governments :;;o.iC:. bounties to tr"' voluntPerc:. In ::.cloi tion 




to the liberal- bounty offered by the lbtlonc,l government 
. to encourage enlistment:::, 11 tl:s :Lnduccmrmt of local boun-
ties must also be sec1.1.rcd. Pclrsimony shoulc" r:•ot chcruc-
terize our action in sue~ an emergency, It ~ill be far bet-
in th~ forG of a bounty to 
others, than to ijCy :l;000 for ;··is However, 
under all calls in-1867, the Secant C~ngrcssidnal District 
paid :;1;87 ,176.CO in bounties; the ThlrcJ Congrcssionc.l "Cis-
trict, 0218,605,00; the Fifth Congrrsslonal District, 
$;3, COO. 00; u.ac' the Si;:th Con:.;rci.H3ional District pald ~;'100, 
223.00 Under the fo1-
lowing calls some local bounties were paid, 
Some local bounties were paid in Minnesota from 1863 
on until the end of the war, The system must hs.ve been 
almost universal, for the &.vcras;e bounty paid in the First 
Congressional District in 1863 was e200,2 Before 186Z, 
the Ylriter ho.s no information concerning either State or 
local bounties. 
In the State of Kansas, neither State nor local 
bounties were paid until under the last call--that of 
2 December 19, 1864. 
1 Adjutant General's Report of Iowa, 848. 
2 Official Records, 3rd series, V, 748, 749. 
-------~ ·- --.- . 
.. . .._ 
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Missouri paid few bounties until after July 18, 
1864. The system was not universal, for in some congres-
sional districts no bounties were paid.l 
The only bounty paid in t be District of Columbia 
$7 F', WO.S .... per man. When this bounty was po.id was not stat-
cd.2 
We·st Virginia paid 1oc8;l 'bounties, c.s did Kentuck;y 
in the year of 1864. Delaware and Maryle.nd al::oo fall un-
der this heading, as well u.s P·ennsylvania and New Jersey.o 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, V, 748, 749. 
2 Ibid., 3rd series, V, 745. 
3 Ibid., 3rd series,·v, 742, 743. 
. CHAPTER VI 
BOUNTY JUMPING 
DURING TI-m CIVIL WAR 
119 
As the war progressed, Gnd as it becr,me more dif-
ficult with each call for troops to fill the quotas 
asked for, both the gove1•nment of the United States and 
the States, including their local sub-divi$ions, began 
to give larger bounties to induce enlistments, These 
different poll tical autho·rit.LefJ saw thG.t large bounties 
paid ih the hands of the recruits vmuld secure their en-
lis tments, They seemed not to rer.lize that by paying 
exorbitant bounties some men would enlist and desert a 
dozen or more times for the sake of t be bounties, and the 
greater the bounties paid to the recruit, the greater the 
facilities for desertion. If the bounties were paid in 
installments, the inducements to desert would hz.ve bC?en 
removed; but the inducel1'ents to enli~t. would likewise have 
been reduced. TbJls, if tb.e bounty system 1'·2.s to be attrac-
tive, the bounties bad to be paid in aclvance, and with this 
advance payment, the bount:t-jumping was to be a part of the 
system. 
At first the communities of the different States be-
gan to offer a moderate sum c.s a bounty, which proved to 
be attractive enough to procure recruits. These recruits 
;ij'r;i 
.':)!''\t· 
l' '!( :-~ 
~~J 
'~1~~·1· 
were at liberty to go to any locality they saw fit to 
enlist, and· tbus they sought the locality paying the 
largest bounty. This fact inaugurated competition 
120 
among the localities, not only of one State, but of all 
the States in general. "Persons proposing to enter the 
service would seek the largest bounty, and the locality 
that paid the highest price secured the most recruits. 
This increase continued until, at the end of the war, in 
some localities, the bounty, Government, State, am'l lo-
cal, had reached $1,500 per man."l 
After conscription became necessary, the quota of 
each district was based upon its enrollment. ·rhe en-
rolled men constituted the material with which its quo-
ta was to be filled, Any influence calculated to raise 
recruits in one district for t.he benefit of another, 
that is, to attract them from one to the other, was un-
just to the Government and to the district from which 
the men were taken. When District no, 1, for instance, 
could indu.ce the men from District no, 2 to enlist to 
·its own credit, it to that extent deprived District no, 
2 of the means of filling its quota for which it was 
liable, and as no, l could not be required to furnish 
more than its quota, the Government lost all that no. 2 
was unable to furnish. 
In many of the districts exorbitant bounties were 
paid, while neighboring districts were unable to pay, 
perhaps, one-half as much, and the enrolled men of the 
latter were induced to enlist to the credit of the former, 
wbich, by this means, would esca;>e the draft. The latter, 
vrith no material left to fill its c,.uota, except tbat 
which the country could leo.st afford to spare--the actue,l 
·oroducers--men fixed to the soil--was compelled to abide 
the issue of the dnft. 
This injustice became so flc.grant that the atten-
tion of Congress was directed to the subject, and CJ.D. ef-
fort was made to prevent the evil by a law requiring all 




volunteers to be credited to their places of a.ctual re-
sidence. 
The attempt to carry out t:r.J.s provision was only 
partially successful. Where recruits or substitutes were 
presented so rapidly as the interest of the service re-
quired them, it was difficult to prove that they were not 
residents of the localit~r to which they clsJ.med to belong 
and desired to be credited. If collateral proof was re-
quired to support their claim, it was reE,dily afforded 
by the adroit management of recruiting agents or substi-
tute brokers. Besides, men who were induced to enlist 
for the sake of bounty were gener·ally tho!Je who sacrificed 
but little in changing their actual residence a day or 
two previous to enlistment, tJ:ms defeating, _by o. literal 
compliance, the_ spirit of the law. 
Under these circumstances the business of recruit-
ing assumed a mercenary character. 
The enormous profits which the syste1m yielded to 
those engaged in it soon developed a class of persons 
··known as "substitute brokers", who sprang up in various 
towns and cities, and who soon, to a great extent, mono-
polized tre business of presenting volunteers and sub-
stitutes, 
The object of these "substitute brokers" and agents, 
was of course to enrich themselves, and therefore, their 
. means to their aim was to furnish volunteers and substi-
tutes. The fitness of the men furnished to serve his 
country in the great crisis of wa.r mattered little to 
them. The agent or broker cared little if the men fur-
nished were already deserters, or persons known as "boun-
ty jumpers". The people were partly to blame for the 
low calibre of the troops obtained from the agents, for 
they too were anxious to have the quota of their communi-
ty filled, and therefore accepted men they should have 






refused, men who enlisted and made a vocation of desert-
ing, or who sought their discharges as soon as possible 
after they had received thelr bounties.l 
Many communities in the State of Indiana escaped 
the draft in le64 by offering large local bounties for 
volunteers to fill their quotas • Other places, where the 
draft had been made to fill quotas, offered st:L:Ll larger 
amounts as bounties "for substitutes to take tne pla.ces 
of those whose· names had been drawn, but who had not yet 
been required to report at the designated rende~vous for 
dutyn.2 
"This unprecedented liberality of: the Government 
and the local authorities, while it served its intended 
purpose by promoting 'bona fide' enlistments, also opened 
the way to ve.st amount of swindling on the part of indivi-
dual operators. 113 It also served as a basis upon which 
conspirators extensively organized a systematized fraud 
by which to enrich themselves. 
Hordes of the worst class of menfrom every country 
in Europe, and British American provinces, deserters 
:from the rebel army, thieves, pickpockets, and 11 roughs" 
mainly from our large cities, thronged our recruiting 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, V, 674. 
2 H. H. Terell, Ad .jutant General's Renort, I, 69. 




that his State was not visited by so ms.ny of this class 
of nrecruits" as was some of the other States where 
"bounty money vms more lo.vishly disbursed." But it was 
an established fact that this class did come in immense 
numbers. 11 It is not less certain that several thouss.nd 
names on our muster rolls were but various !aliases' 
of" the scoundrels., some of whom succeeded in erJ.isting as 
many as twenty times 1 and 1 of' course, S8curecl that number' 
of' bounties, which would c-tmount to about, eight thousnnd 
dollars net gain."l 
Bounty jumping became a very agreeable business for 
every class of thieves. In it, they found that detection 
and. punishment was a. great deal less than in their usual 
criminal pursui"ts. ·rh8n, too, the spoils of their opera-
1 d ' h 2 tion were a rea y ln cas • 
It has been stated that bounty jumping was not so 
bad in Indiana as in some of the other States, and to 
give some idea of how great it was, a study of the Adju-
tant General's Report, whi.ch fills pages 744 to 798, both 
inclusive, with names of deserters from the Indiana Volun-
teers, ancl. pages 799 to 82<9 with names of deserters from 
the draft, with some one hunured anu fifty names to a 
1 h. 1;. ·rerrell, Ad.iutant General's Rep 1t. of Ind., I, 69. 
2 Ibid., I, 69. 
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page, should be conclusive evidence. All were guilty 
of desertion, and the fact tret they received the boun-
ty and failed to render the service for which it was in-
tended should be am;1le proof ths.t the term should apply 
to them. However, the Adjutant General made a distinc-
tion, and lists thr<"le pages, 889, 830, and 8!31. as boun-
ty jumpers. Out of this list, 31 bounty jumpers were 
listed t1by profession". That meant thnt the persons 
listed had jumped the bounty more than three timell, 0s 
the report had listed the pe1•suns l'i!Je had jumped tt1e 
bounty three tir~es. UndGr tbe term "rem8.r!:s 11 the follow-
ing terms were used: 11 Scoundre111 , "Burglar and pic\{pocket", 
. . 
"Aiding· desertion", "Notorious", "Scoundrel a.nd pickpock-
et; just out of penitentiary", "Notorious Scounorel 11 , 
"Pickpocket", "Notorious. thief", "Substitute and deserter", 
"Deserter1', ttDeserter; once in the rGbel a.rmy", "A vill.'lin", 
"Burgla.r (hair dyed)". The list also included six agents 
and six substitute brokers. 1 
Document no. 84, Re9ort. of Gem:·ral A. ,J. Warner of 
Indiana, writes in the same tone: 
In the summer and fall of 1864, when ths army was 
being recruited, preparatory to the final movements 
that were to crush out tl·,e remaining life of 'the rebel·-
lion, large bounties 'Nere offered by the Government to 
secure enlistments, and larger bounties were paid for 





o.nd lsd t'bc ~iray tov;.:!rc1 or;zc..:;.:l.:-3.tlon of .~angs of un-
. scrupulous ~dv~ntlJrErs w~0 ~t·.~e it a business to go 
from place to pl~ce and enlist for the largest h.ounties 
•-h,v C"'1"1 r' C"t"rno.n-" ~n" imr·"r · "tc.ly ""~"rt to re,n~~t v ... v,; '· .... _c '-' ..• 1~~ ••..• \..:., • •. ·"-·· _ !--~' .. -.. l.c. '·' . ~.:.._.,::;.~· ' , ~ ... \.-::'--
th~' offen~.e ,,,t anothPr ;"Joint. RunC:rpc's, if not tt.ou-
sanr.s, of wc:1 from ths Brit.?. . .s~ Province::\, hordes of 
c;oserter.s frorr. thP ;rnl-~cl ~.::ny, forci<~;nr:r~ .fro.m every 
country, p:rofessione:.l tl•:Leves, gEcmblers, ox1d "roushs" 
fro~ "V"'rv c~+" t1•rn· "'" ... , t ""''11,' t·,;c·H ,,,, r'i ·-· u . .1. ,_. ·-· .J •.l..d,;' _, -~- .. _.\.._! •. L.l . .,~() .l.l~ • ~ ... -JO ,u...,_, ' , __ .,,.( ,, __ VJ...-
d8C1_ nmong t:h01:; tbc gree11bn.c1 ·~s ~-.;.'"' ;:rofuscl~r sivf'r.1 out 
by the Treasury·. Tl.,cy· 7_•r~~-.---~ntPd tr.e ormy fr0rr~ betng 
filled b3" ere'''c:tng t,-,, rollr: vtitr fictition" no~:to<, on 
Vlh:i.ch mc-.,1-y· of tb.r,:·;-; Ci.rs~·-' l::n:.,_nt~_.iJ'S (: r.~core of tiu1es. It 
is imnosr.;·ib'1 r:_, to tt"-1] ~ .. -;~r.r ... _,,l,.., .. 'f P~ 1'l ~:t··-nrl ""'r"'""lr~l:'!ftl·11~~.4 .--.11 .... •• -~--~ ·' ...... _ -· --- ... •!1. -: . ..,. ----· .... ,,,, ... ).'·.·:.· ,,o-1,>~1--•--\." ..... 
'-,};o. \"'111r:•tcor-r:'l11c< r.·" -1-\-,/':' '''"·---,.., ...... f '-rJ·~ clr,(~e' ....,~"" \""J1l"'nc '---'-' ol>'-·•-: _, .• -----•·•·) ... •. \.·1--- ·-··-··~•·.,' •.J- v.• ... '--' ~->-·'-'' \,•.i. •.,_,. ~-._!_ ..,, 
but they m.ust 1.Je COl1 nt--:c1 b~_r ! __.1~'-" ten, 1.f ~.C"'t. b~r huncirf!d 
of thousands. 
It is n"t prob:;,blc tt:.t Tndl.:'nc•:'Oli~: waE vtct t8d 
'"J•f m~'r'P ~f +"'ic• ]•.><'• (lf "'"Cr'itc• th· ot'·" 't·t·~ ~.J -~-~-·- -... --·- "J.: ••• ..; c ..... ·,:.;;. _ .... -.- _ _1., JU -·~;·~- .. l.l-'r Cl .. -- .. ,, 
but the:.r certa.tnl-y· ~ntered }_~r.r.:0ly int0 the :o:;_um1Jr;::.r t11 U.t 
mac'.e ur t'hcc ,:;~10tc-.s of 1PG4. The most vigll::.nce was re-
quirsd to c'etsct atv'~. ·:rrec;t tlcic cl:~g C'f r'csertr-rs, <:.nd 
the dut:y of a 1-::ind requirinG shr.e1.~rc:.nes:::·, CourGJ.·,ee, _and 
decision on the p&rt of thC' soldier ,1 . 
·rhe Adjutant General of Ohio i!l o. privste Dnd con-
fidentiallettPr to the Provost-Marshal-'Gemeral wrote: 
"There is more or less corruption in at least one-half 
of the subordinate provost-marsl:)alsbips of the State, 
Men furnish substltute::; wbo were ineligible. Substitutes 
deserted by t be hundreds, o:·.n'~ ertlic:t ago. in f,C'r a fresh 
tl::te soldiers it stould bavs b&.d for its armi, anC._ t't.e 
people became impoverished in their purchase cf soldiers 
v7bo failc·d to .:ncrec.se ths actu8.l figr.ting fOrce in nJ.D.ny 
insta.ro~ces. 
1 f•cJ, .l~ut~·nt G~ .....,.1~'''"1 '·'" P.c,·,', 't. :)_f . , _. :-""'-""'-" .. ,-=~=-.e-'-"-""J,c.· -"'.._""_""._,I.,n=,d·, Doc.uunct no. 84, 
286-22-7. 





"The local bounty systcLJ, •• has r1L1 into corrup-
tious, of the' most serious o.r:cd alarming c:r~.racter all 
. ' 
over tbe State. Tbi2 i~ a ccncral statement, I know; 
but details are plenty enough to make :.; N'SJKCtaJ:ole-
size volume. nl The srK.ll pay give•:1 to tl'.e sul;orc.inc:tes 
we.s :Lnc1Uci ve to fraud e.nd corruption. On the other han4 
' the power to e:zamins D.n.d to r·emove wus tc:-,o remote, .rest-:-
ing on orders from Wo.sr.ingt:m; morGovcr, ·trw oi:'" cxamin.ccl 
and· founcl. suil ty o? fraud often_ h•.cl power s.ncl :lnfluencc 
enough in Washington to keep him in office. 
I C<!n sc.y to J"OU c·J::,fic'.cntle<lly, thc.t of thirty 
. thousand men raisec,, CrE'G.i t~~c:, and ~:m i;ct·ed in OhLo cur--
ing .tte last .call, O'it'l' tc>·. thcmu:>_1C1 fa<.ileC: to rc:iJ.c:t tbe 
front, Tbis ap_pt?~.r~;. 1-;ere: cf r~:,corC·~. P8l'.~.n~-:.x .. lv.:tniD sLs~-~-~s 
a v•orse rcsul t. Al:c,1.1t onr:::: tJ~~ou.sa.nd one tunclrsd bc-:ve 
been forv~:;;::.rC.ed to Cv.Uil,) Ch:..t.SC l.Jnt~er the prcs_snt cDll L.ncl 
of these 263 ·:vorc on the l:LL>t last night as n:_,1J~cnt >:,·it1:>-
o\)t le '""e'' ~-11c' ·t'-·1 ·· " 1 '-l·o:·r•"' tloc' J''O"~" brou"b<-. hr>r" ·' ··c..~o~ j l.' .. '· ,, __ .,_; Lt.LU .i. ""61; .\:~ J.i t.J,':J,; >_j--'-' ,,,.: •• ·. 
~ith them is take~ a~ay from them on arrival. Etill, 
they t:::ve been mustered an(1 credited, c:nd. fill so much 
of- the quctc. thongl- not. of tbe c.rmy, 
The State S'NC-.rrns Y'l tb ·bount~,. jump·er.s,. bounty 
broker~, ~nd .mercenariss of ev2ry deccriptiorr- t~en 
make contracts to fill ~uotas as they would to furnish 
h ,.., Or '-"OOU ·rhe>' ,.,,.•,r +-' r l'"<'Prt •·Jo··rc t·· j-t'""''''"l""S . c,..J ,. .• J.l o/ \,.H .. (.- •. v.t. .. ..._ <..c_lo-'-"' ..._, ·'-'• '-·' .,.,,._~"'--·'""'"· VI .. , 
and fre~uently tte rGcrult Ccserts tcc&use t£ t:s b~en 
sv,inoled in 11is bounty. Pc>triotism cr.:.d love i'or tho 
cause arc. su_c,t:~lantc-G. in t... 1:.:.-.rgc dt;grr:c ::..s ;,::;, :;:otivc in 
fl.ll·J..~" our "r'-'.L'rc by·t]-yo "'""Ce113:rv c:oir·it Of ll"·l"J.'no· . ..-:.lu . u •• _, ....... . -· ...... - -J >-J: ........... ,_ ·o 
·mone" out of t1··c o·.Jr"''' •·.c'cm In 0"'" (>1'-D c.t··t<· I ···c·_. l ..... J ... J: <;:;-'- _,. l.J ·--. .!. -.. • .. u '-'· " v.u 
alarmnd at the E'Dormous debt we are crating a~d pillng 
upon the Fcak loco.lities. I h"vco net thn C:.ata to fix 
it, but I am se.tisfiecl tb.:.t it nov.r exceeds six n;illion 
clollars. There is a i-'ay c18.j' for it all, ci.ther in crus'c.-
ing taxation or dishor<or. 
In Bcldition to ttis apprehension is the painful 
c.o~.Lviction th&.t it .. {~c:ers ne-t g.ive u.s 1:1sn tn fill our Tast-
ing ro.nks--it (hcs n:>t ar3d to our ~·oFer to crush tl;e re-
bellion a:1c1 end the 1-nn·. In:itc<Jd of tr.at it is constantly 





\~reo.l(sning u.:, totri i0 c:~ militar:v o..nc1 ·in o. financial 
s e:nsc::. ;;,"e t.cvc drifteC. Uj_JO.t:. t:.--:.t: 1)rE';r..:.kers. 1Ne o.re 
going to ruin! I hi.tve been trying to per,uade our 
legislators to provide a State bounty, merely duplicat-
ing the Government bounty-, o.n0 prohibit 811 local boun-
ties or c"lE,bt on ta} .. u tion for them, But the anS'I'er os, 
t Lc other States will n~-t c1c it, snd 1~re must keeD utl in 
the general ccramble.l ' " 
The re;.•ort f:rom all the States examined, reads in 
a like manner. 'iiJ.llic~>:t Schoulsr, in l:i~; book MaSSeichu-
setts in tl~e Q,;i,vil War, sttltE'S tbat the lc.rgc numlx:r of 
def~ertio:1s frora th~,: regiment:s from ];io.se.ohusEd~,ts .mny sur-
prise many people. "It ie a fact, consicer~d without 
explanation, not crcc.itabl" to our peo;,le. Nearly all 
the desertions tool;: place before t b.e regiments left the 
State, and very few of the men belonged to Mo.ssachu~etts, 
They came from other Gt::ctes, stilr;uhtt.ecl to enlh·t bJ the 
offer of large bountic·s, and intending to cle~ert c;.s f-oon 
"' as the~' r(cceivcd the r:Y'.cte;r."' ' If thc~e rr;cn v.'ere not from 
liiassachusetts, where were their residences? The obvious 
answer is, the bounty jumL.JGr·s left their own State to 
practice their frauds u on States other than the one of 
ttLeir residence. 
ThP offering of large bounties by States, counties, 
townships, cities or towns, and w;:;_rc's brought into exis-
tence a class of men known as recruiting agents or 
1 Heid, Obio in the v.'ar, I, 205-206. 







·.t -J ' 
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substitute brokers. These men vmuld offer to fill the 
quotas of towns and citiE~S who employed them. This 
class of people v,·as irrespons:Lble and corrupt, and their 
main pu.rpose ViaS to enricb. tlcem:::elves. The:;· established 
offices in the h.rge cities, "'C.vsrtised tl:..eir business 
in newspapers, employed representatives as bad ~s them-
to these a:;;~:nts to fill the 'lUOtas of tl:ceir towns, "The 
bounties vrere po.lcJ. by the sevcrctl munic:tpc.lit:l.es in the 
Commonwealth. The men '/ere obt<;ined by the :.:;;ents, sent 
to camp, and mustered into tl:c :oervice, rmt in a uniforo, 
and, as soon as an o[Jil.Ortunity off'Prec1 i t~'elf, t bey de-
sertr.d; having received their pay beforeh:mcl from the 
bro}ccr or agent, w:lth whom, in n;any in:.;t;;.nc,s, the;/ were 
iD collusion. nl Some of tl1esc n!en V7ere after,~vs:rds 2~r-
rested, and sent to their' rc.glme:-~.ts at the f:ront,- but 
took· ttc first opportunit3r_to re-esca.pe military se~vice. 
L very large major it/ of tJ.:c~·sc GC11 v.rere .never apprRhcn(ed, 
resulting· in a loss to the to·:.ns in money anc in a rise 
of taxa tio:-~; v•bile t;~:e Na t.:.u,_ c.l gov·~.rnmcnt f&.iled to 
builc~ up thl arm:/ to tl•c c:8.sircCi nuGbc:cr, although the 
tovms filled their r~uotas. "The bounties pe,id by the 
to••rns varied in amount, r<:cnging all t be way from :~50 to 
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bounty jumpers. Gr:::;.s.s n~·;lrct of ch1ty ox2 the part of 
SOlnf:' Of the r'·.,crul t.:.ng ')fficcr~; 1 li' 110,.:. COllusion t:.nd 
d.i viE ion of spoil~: b,c:-t·;·,:c cJL t l!~:_m 0.-nC tt,clr abscoildlng 
recruits, greatl~- facilltLt06 thp bD~lnPs~1unC cnt~nc~e t~e Ciffic~lti~-s cttcnd1.ng to su~pr€SSicn. 
It lL ccvlc'cnce .fro;;; tr,o above nutrr·rit.i::.s, tbc·t tbe 
part in aldlns the soldiers to desert. Whst~~r or ~~t 
spurious certificat~c ~nc thP bou~ty juhlpers, cGnnot te 
deserters, and u;on being taken i1rto cQstody, they ''pro-
duced srurious certificc:,te:; o.f d-ischarge, which led to 
the arrest o.f Dr. Ie Marc~~, who pr~ved to be the party 
who furni.sted tt.csc. bogus cJ.i.sct.:.~:rses to men; souetillies re-
ceivlng t.s l:::~rgc r..~ su1;::. as ~100 for tbe sau.c:. Tt.s c.rre.:::t 
T1.l9 se-
crecv wit}"' vrl:ic:.~ ·~:~-:· .. LD busl.ner~s v.rc.s carriE:d on h::c1 c!sTied 
. " 
all efforts to arrest tl,csc v:ho nors guilty of thr:: act. 
jurr~pers v:ere arrPstecl. TDc follov;i._-:;6 despc~tch "\70-S sent 
1 H. H. Terrell, Adjutant Gcneral 1 s Reu 1 t of Ind., I, 6Z. 
2 Official Records, Zrd series, III, 596. 
from '.J~"' Yor'· C·i tv 'I"-c1o 11 1"65• h t. " ', .. - _:,_ - " ' l• O...l '-' ' (."".., • 
I 11e:.de lllJ contGn:~_lG.ted rai( on t:--c bounty jun;~Jers 
.)"'f;'\Sterc1cy DJJ_(l ~-~:ic.:c":.'~~cC in co. 1:-turi~·.q: 590 of tlv:· J:·_;c::t 
dr::spc-rats- villc.:in.s vnbUlJ.S• HOst of tbnm buv£ enlJ.r;;ted 
a·nc~_ deserted froL t1Ireo to t~.n3ntJ- ti"·'?~ e'"'Ch .,~r-··;r ·:.o-re 
~ost o.ll i1~ iroas e.nd l.vill go to tb~--~astle·: •• t~d~.y:-1 
itnot her cc.sE re;:o:rtcd by l.T. r. Phoci es n.ncl by Gentral Cox, 
-reads as follows: 
A r:1ar. nov· ln the Albul;T ps•:itent.l~.ry, lmde:r[;olng an 
imprisorJL:wnt cf fe>ur yeL:r.''; ~onf'.c·s~cC: to hclVing ~umpEd 
tho bounty tbi:rty,t::;o times," 
The rE'C::·rc~ of tho bount;;" recoi.v:.n~; recruit~, bount~· 
j .llmp· -~rs ···nc' S"l' c.·l·itu'- c c m·><· nt 0 0 _. ' U..L!. .... ~.1.,_,..., u.->;:J, v .. v.h.' .-~·~' 0 goo C. as thE vcluntecr2,. 
Vtit.hout bount.ic:::· being :s,J:_:.ic~ tr) tberr~. t!Leter in tbe w·Dr 
when bounty j;mpcrs, ane sul'.st1tution for conEcri1;ts cetme 
recruits from the grc;;;.t cities and seaports, was much 
"' lower." 0 The !-lev.' York Tribune, quoted by J. F. Rhodes, 
said that the rc,cruitint; :'..n the city of New York was one 
of t'ce greatest scandals of the war, 
It bas been one of organh.ed pilla.ge, rPsort being 
had to hocusing with narcotic poisons, tbreats, violence, 
falss representatiem:, and kidna;:>ping in order to furnish 
victims to tbe bounty brokers and fill up the s.rmy with 
discontented and unfit men. Cri;;ples, old men, mere boys, 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, IV, 1231. 
2 J. F. Rhodes, Historv of the IJnited Ste.tes, IV, 431. 






men laboring under incurabl0 diseases, and soldiers pre-
viously discl:'.arged for -physical disabilities, form a 
grea\ part of the recruits recently enlisted in this 
c 1 t~'. 
Rhodes thoUght that the "flower of the Army of the Poto-
mac" was ah:ays fighting against grea.t odds and ''con-
tributed a disproportionate sbare. Fighting against 
oods of position and strategy, the high spirited. and 
capable officers were constantly in the thick of danger 
and the veterans of the ran1~ and file were always at the 
front: they were the forlorn hope, The bounty jumpers 
and mercenaries skulked to the rear,n2 Out of a New 
Hampshire detachment of 625 recruits to a regiment in' 
the Army of the Potomo.c, "137 deserted on the passage, 
82 to the en em~' 1 s piclcet line, and 36 to the rear, leav-
ing but 370 men." General Sherman, in a letter to his 
brother, wrote: 
For a_ shrewd people, we have less sense tr,an the 
Mexicans, paying fabulous bounties for a parcel of boys 
and old men, and swelling our muster rglls, but adcling 
nothing to our real fighting strength. 
The bounty jumpers "often joined thG rebel guerills. bands 
••••• , the effective force of our e.rmy was little increased 
1. J. F. Rhodes, History of the United States, IV, 430,-431. 
2 Ibid,, IV, 312. 






by the unpenitentiaried convicts and scoundrels who 
were so freely·enlisted. Men, who bad character and 
self respect to maintain, did tbe fighting and won the 
victories."l 
After giving the worse ·side of the bounty system, 
there is at least one goocl. thing to say 8.bout it. "It 
was unquestionably the only means of st;i.mule.tine re-
cruiting and the only possible way of avoiding tbe 
draft, which in communit:les most firm in their support 
of the Government was regarded. as a reproach upon their 
patriotism,"2 
l H. H. Terrell, ACI.Juto.nt General's Rep 1t. of Ind., I, 67. 
2 Ibid., I, 67. 
:'· C f!Jl.PTEH VII 
BOUNTY TO THE MEN 
ENLISTING IN TBE NAVY 
135 
The volunteers enli~ting in the Navy of the United 
States did not receive any bounty .from the goverrunent 
during the first years of the war, 8nd pe:rho.ps not until 
1864, Wf!S any bounty given them, The rea.pon for this was, 
these men, both SvJamen ant't murine corps volunteer", were 
entitled to prize money vrhich the volunteers for the Army 
were in no way subject to receive. Then, too, the naval 
recruit was net credited to any quota, either State or 
local; and, as the States and local communities paid boun-
ties in order to have their quotas filled, these recruits 
were not subject to either· State or loce.l bounties during 
the early period of the war. 
According to limited investigation, the vrriter has 
failed t-J find where bounttes were given to either the 
naval or marine recruits before 1864. During the early 
part of 1864, Congress begG.n to change its attituc1e toward 
giving local communities and States credit upon their quo-
tas for this type or recruit, and as soon as tLis -,,as done, 
' 
bounties V'ere forthcoming from the districts and States. 
1"------
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By an act a;~proved February 24, 1864, "whenever 
any such mariner, or able or ordinary seaman shall have 
'been exempted from such draft in military service 'by 
enlisting in the naval service ••••• shall be credited 
with his services to all :l.ntents and purposes C\S if he 
had been duly mustered i11 the military service under 
the draft,nl Another section of this net states that 
all enlistments made thereafter in either of the two 
departments of the Navy b~' "persons liable to serve un-
der the act of Congress ... shall 'be credited to the ward, 
to'l'm, township, precinct, or election district, or coun-
ty. 112 
The catch in this s.ct, if it can be called such, 
was "persons liable to serve under the act of Congress". 
Persons not subject to serve under the act were not 
credited to any quota; therefore a person under eighteen 
years of age or over thirty-five years of age was not 
liable to the act, and for that ree.son coulo not be cre-
dited to a quota; nor could a foreigner be credited for 
the same reason. There are reasons to believe tho.t per-
sons not enrolled were also excluCed, and much criticism 
resulted. 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, IV, 130. 
2 Ibid., IV, 130. 
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It is true, no doubt, that New York snlists naval 
recruits, and w1Jat is more, so do v1e. And unless we 
are to be credited with them, so much the worse .for us.· 
vVhat we want is that for the men we put into the navy, 
under the lavr and relying on the law, we may La.ve credit 
according to the law, ·:rhe last call was made after the 
act of February 24, 1864, Our people hs.ve gone into the 
navy, our money bas been paid out for naval recruits on 
faith of th8.t law by town officers. The State has vot ed 
$100 bounty besides. The men rely on our paying it to 
them, but we cannot get any credit for them, s.nd rw.ve 
therefore no basis on which to pay this bounty, which is 
made payable to every man enlisted and ored:\,ted, etc. 
Such things bring the government into disrepute and pre-
vent the people from ;yieldiPg compUance to it, They 
must be accidental and unintended, or else some one is 
in}.rusted with the direction of these ctetails who is un-
fit for his function •••• I am told by General Scb.ouler 
t b..at Major Clark cannot Cl'Eldit the naval enlistments on · 
the present draft at all; and yet, New Bedford and many 
cape towns have been and are putting their sailors into 
the navy as their only means of filling their quotas, 
Yarmouth, for example, sent up four new names today. It 
has paid town bounties to them, but thus far for nothing, 
Now' if.tt:e draft was kept off and we were permitted to 
work on, the practical application of tl1ese errors, in 
their direct effect, woulCi be little noticed, And thus 
it is that we have desired that we might be left alone, 
a.nd permitted to do the most useful thing, instead of be-
ing cofpelled to submit to the ~~rsher operation of the 
draft, 
The above dispatch was written by Governor Jolm A. 
Andrei".' of the State of Massachusetts, and dated on May 
10, 1864. Other towns in Massachusetts paid bounties to 
naval recruits. Dubury paid $125 as a. bounty to naval re-
cruits credited to the town. Nantucket paid the same 
bounty to naval and military recruits, so did East Bridge-
\'l'ater, Watertown paid $100 to each recruit for either 
service. Apparently the criticism offered above was soon 







The act of February ;~4 also gave persons who hB.d 
enlisted in the military se1•vice and who could furnish 
satisfactory proof that the;-,r were mariners by vocc1.ti::m, 
or able or ordinary seamen, the right to transfer to the 
Navy; but 11 the bounty mone;,r whi.ch any rnar;!.ner or seaman, 
enli.sting from the Army to the Navy, may have received 
from the United Stc:tes, or from the State in which he 
enlisted in the Army, shall be deducted from the prize 
moriey to wh:Lch he may become entitled during the time 
required to complete his mili.tary service, nl 
Another part af the act provided "that there shall 
be paid to each enlisted able or ordinary seaman hereafter 
enlisted inta the naval service an advance of three months' 
pay, as a bounty, to be refunded to the Treasury from any 
prize money to which such enlisted man may be entitled, 11 2 
The bounty was in one sense a gua.rantee to those enlisting 
in the naval service, the guarantee to be paid in advance 
in the form of a bounty. The 1l.o.val service at this time 
did not include the Marine Corps. "Recruits enlisting in 
the Marine Corps do not receive advance pay or bounty from 
t:Oe United States, but are entitled to prize money.n 3 
l Official Hflcords, 3rd series, IV, 129-130. 
2 Ibid., 3rd series, IV, 202. 




Section eight, of an act pussed by Congress and ap-
proved July 4, 1864, provided that all persons who had 
entered the war, and who lw.d not been credited to the q_uo-
te. of any town, city, or State, "shall be enrolled and 
credited to the quoto. of the town" in which the persons 
resided before enlisti.ng. 1 Tl1is act gave the States along 
the sea. coast their just crodits, but no government boun-
ty was given; how rover, State bounty co•Jld be given, as 
the r·"crui t he came part of the q_uota of the towrJ. and State, 
The volunteer for the Navy a.nd !Vls.rlne Corps wa.s 
placed upon the same footing, 8.S far as tl1e bounty was con-
cerned, as e,ll other recruits for milit0ry ser·viee, by a.n 
act passed by Congress and approved July 1, 1864, and 
published as General Orders, no, ;:•.45, at Washin,c;;ton, August 
12, 1864. "That persons hereafter enlisted into the naval 
service or Marine Corps, dur:l.ng the present war shall be 
entitled to receive the same bounty a.s if enlisted in .the 
Army,n 2 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, IV, 473. 






ThE CAU:CE OF TEE RAPID RISE 
IN THE A.r;:Oall'T ? AID FOE BOUNTIES 
The pro'!ision made in the draft lo.w, which allowed 
a person dr::ftcd to buy himself off by paying thrPe 
hundred dollo.r$ connnutat:ton mol1e~r, was one of the main 
grievances of the c:ct. Th.e fault vms n'.1t with those who 
made the le~w, for, at the time of' passing the act1 .tt was 
thought that this amount, used as a bounty, would be suf-
ficient to buy a substitute, and it was at th8 time of the 
passing of the act. "But owi.ng to the cont.tnued c'ieclb.e 
in the purchasing power of the paper currency, tho c'lemand 
for labor, the rise in wages, and the increased cost ln 
l.tving, a soldier could not be had for that amount, "1 And 
as a result, it v.'as denounced as a law to favor the rich, 
which was not the :'ur:Jose of the act--it being to purchD.se 
a soldier vdtc the money ;1aid for the release of the one 
giving the Eloney; incidentally, however, tho grievance 
was easily true. 
A letter written on i\lay 7, 1863, ste1tes thct the 
people of all classes for the past two mo'.lths, eagerly 
invested their money in government s.ecurities. 11 The North 
is united and prosperous. Old Hartford seems fat, rich, 





a.nd cosy--stocks higher than sver, b'J.Siness plenty--
everyting as tranquil CJ.S possible; and Jobn Sherman 
spoke of the '.'ronr:isrful prosperity of all classes, es-
pecially of lD.borers. ,,1 
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The fc.ct 11 that r;;sn h:J.cl ceased to enli::;t in th<? army 
was not at all c.n ineicat:ton th0.t the people were weary 
of the vrar, but wcs because of the n:£my. op;;ortuni ti8s 
of lucrative employment off,~:red by tb? iU\provrment of 
. 0 
business 11 • ,.., AnO., th':refor0 1 tl1e business of setting men 
to enlist in the military- seJ·•vice of the government ho.d 
developed into an art. The wonderful opportunities for 
the laboring man were so great, COIT':pared to what they 
had been, that the increase in the amount paid as boun-
ties \vas necessary to induce him to enlist. 
Another very pertine,1t cause W<:tS the fact that the 
people in general throughout the North believed that, 
"as each successive call for troops was issued, that that 
call would be the last, tended greatly to increase the 
lavish expenditure of money in the shape of local boun-
ties."3 So it was vrhen the President issued the call of 
1 J. F. Rhodes,_ History of the Civil War. 1861-1865, 347. 
2 Ibid., 223. 






1864 of July 18th, there were few people who did not 
believe that the five hundred thousand called for by 
the President would be enough to put the finishing 
touch to the rebellion. "Let us promptly fill the quo-
tas at whetever cost, was the general sentiment through-
out the 'North. ttl Thus it was that the total bO\lnties 
paid one person reached as high as fifteen hundred dol-
lars for a single enlistment. 
1 Adjutant General 1 s Report of Indiana, I, 67. 
= 
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CHAPTER IX 
OTHER FEATURES OF 
THE BOUNTY SYSTEM 
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Another feature of th!! bounty system was the pre-
mium offered tho recruit in person or to the person for 
bringing the recruit to the recruiting officer. 
beginning of the war, the premium was $2 for each recruit, 
11 The premium of $2 will be due to the person b:dnging in 
a recruit. With his consent, the.t amount may be paid to 
the soldier, but 'bis recei;,t will be necessary as a vouch-
er to the disbursing officer.nl In another place there 
was a distinction between recruits for old regiments and 
new regiments. ·11 For volunteer r8crui ts for old regiments 
there will be paid a vremium of $3~ and for those enter-
ing new regiments there will be paid a premium of $2, the 
premium may be paid either to the person bringing in the 
recruit or to the recruit in person, iri case he presents 
bims elf. n2 
Circular no. 6, issued January 20, 1864, changed 
the amount of the premium to $15 to or for raw recruits 
and $25 to or for veteran :recruits; but the following 
certificate had to be presented to the regular recrui.Ung 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, II, 219. 
2 Ibid., 3rd series, II, 207. 
"''---
.. --
• . w 
,,., 
•, 
officer to prove that the holder :bad furnished an ac-
ceptable recruit, 
Recruiting Rendezvous, D. S. A. 
No. 
________________ , 186 __ • 
This is to certify that ·- has 
presented ---~~ an accepted recruit, who 
has been enlisted this day into the rniJ.itary s®rvice 
of the United Stat•)s, O.c'ld. :!.s entitled to a premium of 
$. __ .,.... 
To 
Recruiting Officer, 
Mustering and Disburlling Officer,l 
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The government accepted volunteers from the States 
in the South, Some of these volunteers were given boun-
ties while others were not, In Florida, "The men so en~ 
listed shall be organi~ed as the Florida volunteers, but 
shall be governed by the same rules and regulations and 
receive the same premium, . bounty, pay, and pension as all 
volunteers now being enlisted into the service of the 
United States. 112 
Complaints were sometimes sent to the War Depart-
ment, concerning agents representing othel' States,·en-
tering into a State for the purpose of recruiting men to 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, IV, 40. 




fill the State quota represented by the agent or agents. 
I am informed that agents from States other than 
New York are enlisting men from Rush Barracks, Washing-
ton, to fill the quotas of the States they represent. 
I learn that a large number have enlisted for New Jer-
sey, the agents paying from ~:350 to $375, Mnssachusetts, 
I am informed, has done tho same, paying $'400, cash dovm. 
All this is dc:me tmder the recent General Order, by which 
men re-enlisting cc:;n be credited to any State they see 
fit,l 
Agents vrere also sent into the Southern States to enlist 
.men to fill their quotas, for which bountiPs were offered 
to those enlist1.ng. 
The Governor of the State of New Hampshire, with 
the advice and consent of the council was nuthoriz8d to 
appoint ten State agents to be sent into the insurgent 
States, in o.ccordance to an act of Congress, to recruit 
volunteers. If this experience proved to be successful 
the number was to be r<dsed to forty, providing the 
interest of the State ret:uired, The men recruited by 
these agents were to be "credited to the several cities, 
towns, subdistricts, and places in proportion to the quo-
ta of each city, town, subdistrict, and place''. 2 
The agents were to 11 receive as pay for their'ser-
vice and expenses twenty dollars for each man enlisted 
"and mustered into the service of the United States for 
1 Official Records, z.rd series, IV, 215-216. 




a term of one year".l For each two years' enlistment 
tho a.gent received twent.>r-five dollars, and for each 
man enlisted for three 0rears, forty dollars. 
The Governor vr:J.s authori2.ed to pe~y to each re-
cruit enlisted i1; the :Lr"surgent States for a period of 
trti'ee years, o. sum as bounty, not exceed:Lng five hnnc1.recl 
d.ollars for each 8nlistmen1;, 2 
Special bounties rere 1ometimes offer8d by the 
National governmeJ'lt as a;1 lnc1ucernrmt to a Ste.te ofter 
its quota r3cl been filled, for more volunt8ors, Indiono. 
and Ohio 1!'ero two Cta t es off· r·:od one of these srec:lal 
bounties. Concerrd.<1g the ;;r~.r,w, I:dward Soloman, Gover-
nor o.f \?iscons.in, sent sevsra.l dispr~tches tc t~c Y':nr 
Department o.slcing :.I" or thE: .S{\n1e bountJ' for volunteers 
from .the State of ,~~. t t \;lSCons·-n_, not 1mov.·:tng why the bounty 
The S·tute of Indiana being in ~dvance 0f hrr pro-
portion and not liable to t.be prc:.,ent c:rQft, in order 
to induce tho raising of u certain n1mbcr. of r2giments 
• ~ short t' '0 C1J'hor{+" 1"'' 0 ' rr}'•·e~ L') t1o~ c~""rnnr t·o lll l,.i. l1.1v) V..--.l, • · -'-'"',./ ;' "''",_.. a··•' :.-u. 0- ,,,,__ , . ._,Y ·~ __ ..._.. 
recruit eleven reg~~cnts, giving the bounty of $3:0. 
T '1,.,.f~ ~·'Tl~ ..... c•nt:'0.~r.:ll C"C"P. hr;:f',""''rC" '"'n'l:.,. f"P""~"~0r'"·l c--,.-c-tr-~r· '\:'7#"\r< •-..J...~ c·,e<,;:;, U. 0,~; .:, •• ...L.t;.;. 0.-..> _. 1.,_:- __ ~·- ._ v •. ~.; w.:.c.l."' 0..:•. •·J,)' ,_, .:.u. (,•.,.) 
co"npt~d ~nd ~Q 1~ 00tr•ct~~ t~ ~ho ~-o~c~pl·~~ ~~~r~o~t~ U-V -_;; ·J W..L~- J,.U ,.· .. ·>-.·· .l.- .-.- ·· ' '···· ,_J.l;:.· .J...l. '•'- .'.,:.;-'-L-'-'- ,.,,. 
The authori t~· to the Governor of Ohio to rc:ise.,ne~: r<"-
,...-imentc \~T-·)c: .-.. c+cd u·•o·-, ""' 11C~ 1.-,r,S b"""D ,..~v~'Ke~ •.) 
5 .~.. -. ..;• ''-" .... (..'.. vc i- !. •. , ~--·· -~ r;'-" ~-•· ___ ... v . ::-\.t• 
1 OfJ"lcial Records, 0rC. series, IV, 52-6. 
2 Ibid. 0rc1 SPrics, IV, f:Z6. ' 
3 Ibid. Zrct. s€ries, III, 7"'-P75. ' 
;;;---
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Another special bounty paid by the National 
government was to. the First Army Corps. This corps Fo.s 
to consist of men vrho were veterans of two year 1 s ~.tand-
ing, and who bnc'l been honorc.bly discharged. These vet0r-
ans, e.ccorcUng to law, were exempt from the draft, and 
some inducement ha.d to be rnade to get them bac1~ into the 
service. "Th8re YT8re many thousands of such men. "1 It 
was suggested t.he,t o. direct appeal sbould be made by the 
governnent 1 such as a spr;cJ.al Corps, ·a peculiar uniform, 
a badge, and a high bounty, which was ::;uggested at first 
"of $1 1 000 to be paid to c;very man mustered into the Le-
gicin--$500 of the same being paid. at the time of muster 
in and $500 at the time of muster out.by expiration of 
seryice, or when discharged on account of wounds received 
" in action''."' Should the soldier be killed in service, the 
remainder of the bounty was to be paid to his widow, if 
he had one; if not, to his children. Shoulc th0re be no 
children, then, "to rJ.s mother if shr be a widow" ,3 
On November 28, 1864, the War Department ordered 
the formation of a "neV.' army corps, to be designatrd the 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, IV, 734. 
2 Ibid., 3rd series, IV, 735. 




First Corps, and the assignment of Major General W. S. 
Hancock to the comm::md of said corps" •1 The bounty 
paid vras not $:1,000 as first snggestm1, but as follows: 
Those enlisting will receive from the Goverl1J!lent 
a bonnty of $300 as soon a.s they are mustered in, and 
in addition the regular installments from the Govern-
ment, in proportion to the period of enlistment, s.s 
follows: One hundred dolle.:rs for one year's service, 
one-tr..:ird paid on enlistment; $200 for two years' ser-
vice, one-third on enlistment; and $300 for three years' 
service, one-third on enlistment. 
They will be credited to the quota of the district 
in Whieh they or their families may be domiciled, and 
will therefore be entitled to local bounties.2 
The number of officers and men .in these Corps on 
April 30, 1865, were present for duty 38 officers and 
4,011 men. Aggregate present 4,325; aggregate present 
and absent 4,422.3 Four months before; on December 31, 
1864, the aggregate number of men was 711; 4 so it is 
quite eV.ident that the inducements offered in the way of 
bounties--National, State, and local--were ample to at-
tre.ct a large number of men. 
The reader must always keep in mind that most, if 
not all, of the veterans enlisting had already received 
1 O!f1~1al Re~grd§, 3rd series, IV, 916. 
2 Ibid., 3rd series, IV, 970. 
3 Ibid., 3rd series, IV, 1283. 






a set of bounties--National, 0t:Jte, and local--so tal, en 
L< tbis light, the bounties mnounteC:. to ';_ui te c, z.ur~. of 
money to be pc;id for one or two short cnlistr~ents, 
The bounty remaining unpaid at the time of the 
death of the recruit due to wounds or diseases received 
while in service, we.s to be pcticl to the lego.l heirs of 
the recruit,l Another &ct II'O,s pa;:se<'l i11 l86b, soJT,ewh;,t 
different tl:lan the fir~tt o.ct, which states just hoYr and 
to whom the remaining bounty s ball be pe.id: 
If a soldier dischargeo. for wounc1s recei vecl in 
battle die before r('Ceiving t~1e bounty, provided bY :the 
act of March 3 1 1863 ••••• The bounty due shall be paid 
to the following persons, ;:;ncl in tre following order, 
and to no other person, to wit: First, to the widow 
of the deceased soldier, if there be one; second, if 
there be no wicovi, then to the child.ren of the deceased 
soldier, sh&_re and share alike; third, if the C'_eceased 
soldier left· neither 2. rJidoW, or chile_, or children, then 
in that case such bounty shall be paicJ. to the folloY'ing 
persons, providing they be residents of the United States, 
to wit: First, to his. fother, Ol' if he sball nd. be liv-
ing, or bas abandoned tbe support of his f'?.Dily, then to 
the mother of such soldisr, and if there be neither fatl,er 
nor JU':lther.as aforesaid, then such bounty sball be paid 
to the brothers a.nd sisters of the deceased soldier, re-
sic1.ent as aforesaid.2 · 
Another B.ct passed in 1864 provided for soldiers 
discharg<>d 'lrbilc sicl' in the hOS';Jital from wounds or 
sickness received in militar·y service, and V"ho died before 
they were able to 1wail themselves of such a clisch1.rge. 
1 Official Records, Zrd series, II, 216. 





Such persons were to 11 be deemed to have died in mili-
tary service, so far as relates to bountiesn.l 
As the soldiers were discbnged from their regi-
ments, they '.''ere paid tlJe remainder of the bounty due 
them. But those vetera.ns who were sent to the hospitals 
for wounds and sicknesses received in line of duty were 
discharged from the bospitc,ls, "broken down in bealtnn, 
without receiving the bounty due them. These veterans, 
physically unable to care for themselves in a financial 
way, should have been the f'i:rst to receive the unvaid 
portion of the bounty, 
Many veteran volunteers and veteran recruits, 
broken down in. he2.l th by the long periods of service 
in the field, have, o.fter the war bo.s been closed, and 
after their regiments bo.ve bsen discb!:,rged, and pD.id in 
full the balance of the bounty due alike to all, been 
discharged from the bospi tals, where disease compelled 
them to seek refuge, have only been paid the part of 
the bounty actually acrued and due, .I have no means of 
ascertaining the exa.ct number of men in this class, 
but believe it to b.e considerable, But whether few or 
many, good faith should be observed toward all those 
faithful men,2 
There was another group of men who failed to re-
ceive the amount of bounty due them. This was due to the 
fact that these men were promoted from the ranks or from · 
1 Official..Jlecords, 3rd series, IV, 505. 
2 Adjutant-General's Report of Illinois, I, 79. 
:;;; __ _ 
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non-commissioned officers after D/Jarch 3, 186p. As soon 
as a private or a non-commissioned officer v,a:s promoted 
to a commissioned officer, he forfeited his right to a 
bounty, and moreover, he was required to refund $25 ad-
vanced bounty. 11 If he is promoted since Ma.rch 3, he is 
not entitled to three month~>' extra pay allowed other 
officers on muster-out and discharge. Thus, he has 
neither the rights of a private soldier nor those of an 
officer. 111 When a sergeant was promoted to first lieu-
temmt ten days before he was dischsrged after serving 
more than half of ris period of enlistment, he lost the 
other half of the bounty due him, and received nthe rank 
and pay of ·an officer for ten days, without the extra 
pay re.ceived by the officersn.2 
Apparently many persons enlisted in the army under 
the age limit, merely to get the bounty, and after re-
ce:l.ving it, would make applico.tion for discharge. · Others 
under age wanted to get their dischar-ges. This ca. used 
the War Departmsnt to be grant."d the following authority: 
The Secretary of War may order the discharge of 
all persons under the age of eighteen years at the time 
of the application for tb.eir disch'9.rge when it. shall ap-
pear from due proof that. such persons are in the service 
without the consent., ei t.h<?r expressed or implied, of their 
1 Ad.iut.ant-General 1 s Report of Illinois •. I, (Part II), 79, 
80. 







parents or guerdians. 
And provided further, that such persons, their 
pa.rents, or gu.srdio.ns, shall first repay to the Gov8rn-
ment, a.nd to tbe State, and local authorites all boun-
ties and advance pay which m.,,y r.ave been paid them.l 
It app0ars that the medical officers in the Army 
were altogether too lenient in granting cliscbarge. Cor-
ruption may huse been t,be reason; however, as the vvri ter 
h'Ols not investigated this ph::JSe in connection with re-
entry into the Army withnew bounties, and mo:re discha.rges, 
etc,, he cannot ma.l~e a definite sto.tement concerning any 
collusion in this matter. Nevertheless, "The exercise of 
the power given the medical inspectors of the Army to dis-
cha.rge soldiers for disabilities is suspended until. their 
duties in this respect are defined by regulations to be 
" published hereafter.""' This order was issued May 18, 
1863. It ha.s been stated that bogus discharges were sold 
to soldiers; so it may have been true that some of these 
inspectors were in collusion with the bounty jumpers, 
By way of conclusion, there was ... great deal said 
in arguments pro 2.nd con at ti:e time of the Ctvil War 
over the granting of bounties as inducements for enlist-
ments. It was thought and stated "in your E. M. Stanton 
remarks to the Senate, tha.t State executives were 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, IV, 131. 
2 Ibid., 3rd series, III, 211. 
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pressing the extension of the bounty" .1 "Men ha<1 an 
instinctt ve repugnaJ¥:e to ths draft.n and wanted to be 
able to say that all soldiers from thsir respective 
States were volunt~ers; ond, of course, us volunteers 
did not present themselve2., "bribes, in the form of 
bounties" were used to influence their Pillingness to 
enlist: thus, "upon two classes CcV;1e tbe whole burden 
of the 7mr--the most willing anu the oost ;mrcllD.sable. n 
The bounty system introduced into the Army <•.n influence 
which prevented the "exceptional ca.ses of peculit1.!' hc,rd-
ship which no onE: co,lld have 1-::.ept the dr~·,ft from inflict-
:tng",2 "The people revolted from the idea of a draft",3 
and the system "ministered to the v<.mity which v1as un-
willing to ac~.;:nowl8dge the necessity of a draft tn o. 
peculiar locality to secure its quota of soldiers for 
the war",4 Men "enlisted to escape the disgrace of the 
draft, as the;y conceive it". 5 The idea seemed to per-
meate the whole North that the draft was a c1isgr:c:ce, 2 .. nd 
therefore should be avoided if possible, The bounty was 
the only way out of the dilemma. 
1 Reid, Q.hi.Q....J.u the hc.a:' I, 205. 
2 Ibid., I, 70--71. 
3 Ibid., I, 70-71. 
4 Ibid., I, 70-71. 
5 Ibid.' I, 70-71. 
;;; __ 
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The State and local bounty systems developed from 
a "duty offsring" at first to tho.t of ma.king a "traffic 
of the holiest duty v.·e owe to the country" ,1 Again this 
system was more expensive than any other syf.ltem of re-
cruitment, "and, as a rule, produced soldiers of ;em in-
" ferior class" ,'o It I'Tas also stc.ted that the bounty sys-
tem 6.id not al1'rays st.imulute the enlistmront at tbe proper 
·time, for "in the anziety to obtain rf)cruits th<> bountit>S 
offered constantly inc:rctts<::d, the men who intenc1 to en-
list at one time or another are induced to holcl bacl{ ,,dth 
a· hope at a later day of r•Jct-oiving '' highsr compensation 
and having to serve for a s:. orter period", 3 Thus these 
men who would enlist bartered with ti;ue and their govern-
ment in a time of crisis for a few hundred dollars, a.nd 
then, when it cane to fighti.ng, the "merceno.ries skulksd 
to the rear", 4 "lJan:;· of th2 best authorlties have ex-
pressed opinions condcxnLL tory to c.,D~' plan of r~c!'t1i tment 
r. 
based on the locill bounty system, 110 Then, too, when 
these men did enlist o.t tl:lc eleventh hour, s.nd CD.me into 
1 Heid, Ohio in the Y!ar, I, 805-207. 
2 Official Records, 3rd series, V, 674. 
3 Ibid., 3rd series, V, 674. 
4 J. F. Hhodes, His tor{ of __ the CiviJ. War., 312. 
5 Ad.iutant-General 1 s P.euort of . ...lndia,na, I, 65. 
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the Army, the veterans had usome excuse for mourning 
•••• refL?cting that tbese late recruits bad enjoyed 
years of unprecedented Oflilortunities for successful. •• 
business, which they ha.ci only been tempted at last, when 
the war was apparently over, by the influence of moneyu, 1 
Tbe continued necessity for additi0nal troops, and 
public opinion, brought· a.bout two ways of rais:tng s.n army 
during the Civil War--the c1:raft and the volunteer bounty 
system, The procuring of troops under these systems 
caused many differences o,f opinion, As has teen stated, 
most or perhaps all of the States preferred the bounty 
system to any other system, President Lincoln must bave 
favored it, .for an executive approval was given to a re-
solution asldng for the continuation of the government 
bounty, 2 Two' importunt fG.ctors had to be tal~:en into con-
sideration. !!A large' proportion of the people in every 
State preferred the bounty method of contributing their 
"' proportion to the mili taJ>y force. 110 Second, "veteran 
soldiers v1h0 had become inured to service, even wh,en paid 
a bounty, constitute a cheaper force than raw recruits or 
1 Adjutant-General's Report of India.na, I, 65. 
2 Official Records, 3rd series, IV, 4. 





drafted men without bounty. nl 
The local bounty vras much criticized, while very 
little was said ?bout the government bounty. The criti-
cism was not so much dil·ected against the bounty as the 
method of payment, which brought on the criticism of the 
bounty itself. "The Government bounty •••• being pai.d in 
installments at the expiration of specified periods after 
enlistment, had a tendency not only to obtain recruits, 
but to keep them in the serv:lce."2 On tbe other band, 
the local bount;r, an exorbitant amount J paid in. advance, 
"proved a fruitful source of evil in the inducement of-
fered for desertion or 'bounty jumping'",3 And again, 
"It should be remarl{ed that while· the Government Plways 
paicl. bounty by installment, the local authorities almost 
uniformly paid i::t advcmce, the tendency of the former sys-
tern being to obtain men and to keep them, of the lccttrr, 
mainly to obtain men to fill quotns."4 The government 
system was t11"refore solce'.-.rh.o.t on the idea of a pay day 
every six months. If one quit v.;orl;, deserted, the pay 
stopped. Many of the towns of Massachusetts, c:t the very 
1 Official Records, 3rd series, IV, 5. 
2 Ad.iutant-Genera1 1s Reoort of Indiana, I, 65. 
3 Ibid. , I, 65. 




begimling of the Wccr, beg;_m to pay their volunteers so 
much a month; perhaps it rmuld have been chc..pter, and 
no doubt r:1uch better t0 14vG continued the system. The 
bounty jumping system would b.ave been un'c~:nown, for there 
would ho.ve been no large bounties to jump, The Sta ts of 
Massachusetts also c.:dopted a monthly pay system. "A 
great number of men who !nd enlisted during the year 
elected to talte the St2te bounty of fifty dollars in e1.d-
vance, and twenty dollars "' month. The r:1emthly bounty 
was to be PG.id by the State Treasurer every two months."1 
HG.d such a systeem been carried out completGly, the sol-
diers' families wouln have been well c2red for without 
Stat:c Aid, and bounty jumping would bnve been minl.mi;:;ed, 
corruption r0duced to the minimum, morale raised, 2.nd a 
larger ar;:;y mainte.ined; which woulCJ. have red11ced tho 
length of tho nar, its cost in mone~r and men. Any syc:-
tem that breeds corruption is bad. A drafted man is not 
a disgraced man. The 'J:-ritcr is of the Ol>inion that a 
draft system, similar to the one used during the World 
War by the United Sta.tes would he.ve been, with s.ll its 
opposition, a much <;:heaper e.nd bettsr system tha.n the lo-
cal bounty system. 





This bibliography is not as short as it appears 
to be from the first reading. The reason for this is 
that the large number of volumes f<tlling under the three 
series of the Official Rrcgrds compose ~ portion= Anoth-
er reason is the fact that almost all of the available 
information upon the bounty system is to be found in 
primary sources, and practically no information is to 
be found in secondary sources, Such an authority on 
the Civil War as James Ford Rhodes devoted only a few 
pages to the bounty system, Many State histories for 
the Northern States were consulted, but no informs.tion 
was found which would justify the writer in including 
the histories in the. bibliography. It is obvious, there-
fore; that the list of secondary sources is very short. 
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1271. 
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